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CHAPTER 1 | INTRODUCTION TO THE APPENDIX
THE CALIFORNIA WINE COMMUNITY SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT 2015 shares programmatic progress made through the
Sustainable Winegrowing Program (SWP) over the past five years
and establishes a new benchmark using the 3rd edition California Code of
Sustainable Winegrowing.
MORE THAN 50 GROWERS AND VINTNERS REPRESENTING
VINEYARD AND WINERY ORGANIZATIONS OF ALL SIZES
DEDICATED THEIR TIME AND EXPERTISE during 35 meetings
held over two years (2011-2012) to review and revise the 3rd Edition
Code workbook. Released in early 2013, the 3rd Edition Code includes
significant improvements and new information on best practices. Because
of these changes, the California Sustainable Winegrowing Alliance
(CSWA) is establishing a new baseline using the 3rd Edition Code criteria
in order to measure and report on future progress. The 2015 Report
highlights a subset of data to illustrate sustainable practices that are
being widely adopted in winegrowing regions throughout the state. The
Appendix includes full data analysis on all 138 vineyard and 103 winery
Code criterion.

AS THE FOURTH
LARGEST WINE
PRODUCING REGION
IN THE WORLD,
CALIFORNIA HAS
ONE OF THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE
AND WIDELY
ADOPTED
SUSTAINABILITY
PROGRAMS OF
ITS KIND

THE APPENDIX IS ORGANIZED INTO 17 CHAPTERS. Chapter 1
provides an introduction and guidance to interpret the assessment results.
Chapters 2-16 present the assessment results for the fifteen sustainable
winegrowing practices chapters from the 3rd Edition Code. These chapters
include sustainable business strategy, viticulture, soil management,
vineyard water management, pest management, wine quality, ecosystem
management, energy efficiency, winery water conservation and
quality, material handling, solid waste reduction and management,
environmentally preferable purchasing, human resources, neighbors
and community, and air quality. In total, there are 138 vineyard and 103
winery assessment criteria in the 3rd Edition Code workbook and each
criterion has four categories describing the level of sustainable practices
adoption. The Appendix concludes with a chapter on lessons learned and
next steps.
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THE 2015 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT DATASET
A growing number of California vintners and growers from winegrowing
regions throughout the state are participating in the California
Sustainable Winegrowing Program, including assessing their vineyards
and wineries using the California Code of Sustainable Winegrowing.
Since the Program’s inception in 2002, 1,616 vineyards representing 69%
of statewide acres and 475 wineries representing 79% of the statewide
case production have participated in the Sustainable Winegrowing
Program. Growers who farm over 802 California vineyards, 117,000 acres
of winegrape vineyards (nearly 20% of California vineyards), and 138
wineries that produce over 175 million cases (65% of all cases produced
in California) have assessed their operations since 2013 using the 3rd
Edition Code. Because the 2015 Report is establishing a new benchmark,
the analysis included in this report only includes data submitted by
vineyards and wineries that used the 3rd Edition Code.
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THE CODE’S FOUR-CATEGORY SYSTEM
The Code includes a built-in measurement system. Participants assess
their practices according to a four-category system. Category one
illustrates practices which are considered to be the minimum level of
sustainability for that criterion but within regulatory compliance, if
regulations exist. The categories and associated practices represent
increasing sustainability moving from right to left. For instance, the
following table illustrates the four performance categories for the criterion
“Vineyard Monitoring for Insects and Mites” in the Pest Management
chapter.
When interpreting the results between criteria it is very important
to consider that the criteria are not all scaled the same, meaning that
categories “4”, “3”, “2” and “1” between criteria, and more importantly
across chapters, do not represent the same level of sustainability. For
example, it may be much more difficult to implement a category “3” or “4”
for some criteria. This is especially true for chapters 9 through 15.

CHAPTER 1 | INTRODUCTION TO THE APPENDIX
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HOW TO INTERPRET THE 2015 SUSTAINABILITY
APPENDIX DATA
The Appendix presents the assessment results for each of the 138 vineyard
and 103 winery criterion from the 14 workbook assessment chapters. Each
of these chapters includes a “Response Distribution” graph, illustrating
the percent distribution of responses by winegrowers and/or vintners
related to the percent of assessed acres and percent of assessed wine
cases. (See example graph below). Relaying this information based on
percent of assessed acres and assessed wine case production differs from
previous Sustainability Reports, which conveyed percentage of grower and
vintner participants. CSWA decided to convey acres and case production
to demonstrate the scale of environmental, social, and economic impact
these practices have. Each chapter also includes a background section,
which provides an overview of each issue area, followed by a detailed
examination of the responses to each of the 200 criterion in the Code.
Viticulture Chapter Response Distributions
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THE PATH OF CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
The Appendix presents the results for all areas where sustainable
winegrowing practices information was collected. At the heart of the SWP
is the philosophy of continuous improvement. Although the report reveals
many strengths – highlighting areas where growers and winemakers are
doing an exemplary job of balancing environmental, social and economic
principles in their business practices – California growers and vintners are
committed to continuously improving all areas of their operation.

CYCLE OF
CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT:
• ASSESS
• INTERPRET
• PLAN
• IMPLEMENT
• RE-ASSESS

Addressing the most challenging areas will require time, money,
innovation and, in some cases, outside expertise, new technologies, an
improved regulatory framework, incentives, and partnerships. A desired
outcome of publishing this report is providing information that growers,
vintners, neighbors, community members, nonprofit organizations,
government agencies and private sector professionals can use to
collaborate on implementing practical solutions to improve the adoption
of more sustainable winegrowing practices.

CHAPTER 1 | INTRODUCTION TO THE APPENDIX
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sustaina ble
w inegrow ing
orga nic
CHAPTER 2 | SUSTAINABLE
BUSINESS STRATEGY

biody na mic

environmentally
sound

economically
feasible

socially
equitable

Many California winegrowers take the time to develop
a business strategy that integrates sustainability as
it provides the foundation for making sustainable
management decisions in winegrape growing and
winemaking. A well-defined sustainability strategy
builds understanding around a framework, helps gets
work done, and fosters a sense of community. In order to
ensure that both sustainability and key business goals are
met, a sustainability strategy should be fully aligned with
and integrated into a vineyard or wineries’ 		
business strategy.

SUSTAINABLE
WINEGROWING
IS A SET OF
PRACTICES
THAT ARE
ENVIRONMENTALLY
SOUND, SOCIALLY
EQUITABLE AND
ECONOMICALLY
VIABLE
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BENCHMARK DATA | CHAPTER 2
ACRES

CASES

2-1 INTEGRATING SUSTAINABILITY INTO BUSINESS
STRATEGY In order to ensure that both sustainability and key business
goals are met, a sustainability strategy should be fully aligned with and
integrated into a company’s business strategy. Growers who farm 75% of
assessed acres and vintners who produce 98% of assessed cases formally
integrated sustainability into their business strategy and shared it with
employees. Growers who farm 50% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 59% of assessed cases also shared their sustainability strategy
with external stakeholders and implemented their strategy for at least a
year. Growers who farm 23% of assessed acres and vintners who produce
2% of assessed cases began to integrate sustainability into their business
strategy. Growers who farm 2% of assessed acres had not yet integrated
sustainability into their business strategy.

CHAPTER 2 | SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS STRATEGY
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CHAPTER 3 | VITICULTURE

SUSTAINABLE
VITICULTURE
PRACTICES HELP
GROWERS
ADDRESS
QUALITY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONCERNS WITH
CONFIDENCE

California growers have a long history of producing excellent quality
grapes for winemaking. Towards this end, one key achievement has been
an understanding of the importance of selecting varieties best suited
for regional climatic conditions and soils. Doing this also helps growers
maximize their profit margins and reduce the need for additional inputs.
Growers face vast challenges on a daily basis, including environmental,
global, and regulatory pressures. International and domestic competition
compels every California winegrower to be fully engaged in the quest
for quality, and today’s consumer expects quality to be characterized by
high levels of environmental and social performance as well. Increasingly
stringent environmental regulations require growers to think ahead and
anticipate potential impacts of their operations. Collectively, winegrowers
in California have a deep desire to be model stewards of the land and
thereby sustain their business of producing world-class wines for 		
future generations.
The practices assessed in this chapter help growers address quality and
environmental concerns with confidence. It is important to keep in mind
that because growing conditions and grape prices vary significantly by
region, variety, and time, economic constraints can dictate the degree to
which some viticultural practices are implemented.
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BENCHMARK DATA | CHAPTER 3
ACRES

3-1 BALANCED VINES The most important aspect of vine canopy
management is a balanced vine. Growers who farm 44% of assessed acres
successfully implemented vineyard design, pruning, irrigation and cover
crops to achieve balanced vines and recorded vine phenology. Growers who
farm 42% of assessed acres hedged vines occasionally and adjusted crop to
achieve balanced vines. Vines on 13% of assessed acres were vigorous, too
weak to support the fruit load for balanced ripening, or hedged annually.
Vines on 1% of assessed acres were overly vigorous, resulting in shaded fruit
or lacked the vigor to ripen fruit.

3-2 SHOOT DENSITY Maintaining shoot density is also an important
part of canopy management. Growers who farm 79% of assessed acres
maintained shoot density by removing weak and non-fruiting shoots,
shoots with late ripening clusters, and shoots sprouting from the head of
the vine. Shoots were thinned to the appropriate level to equally distribute
shoots and fruit along the fruiting zone on 52% of assessed acres. Growers
who farm 14% of assessed acres removed shoots only from the head area
or mechanically in vigorous areas. Shoots were not removed from 5% of
assessed acres.

3-3 LEAF REMOVAL In some growing conditions, the fruit needs to
be exposed to ensure that the clusters get enough sunlight for the desired
colors and flavors. Leaves did not need to be removed from vines on 7%
of assessed acres because the cluster zones were appropriately exposed.
When leaf removal was necessary, growers who farm 84% of assessed acres
removed the leaves around clusters shortly after bloom to expose them
to the appropriate amount of indirect light, and growers who farm 7% of
assessed acres occasionally removed leaves to minimize costs. Leaves were
not removed from vines on 1% of assessed acres.

3-4 CROP-TO-PRUNING WEIGHT RATIO Crop-to-pruning weight
ratio is the measurement of weight of canes cut during the pruning season
against harvest weight and is a key measure of vine balance. Growers who
farm 21% of assessed acres monitored and recorded the crop-to-pruning
weight and used the information to make adjustments in pruning, while
growers who farm 23% of assessed acres monitored the weight and
attempted to achieve the appropriate range for a balanced vine. Growers
who farm 47% of assessed acres researched the concept of crop-to-pruning
weight ratios but did not implement it, while growers who farm 2% of
assessed acres were not familiar with the concept.

CHAPTER 3 | VITICULTURE
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ACRES

3-5 VINEYARD DESIGN AND TRELLIS Canopy management and crop
development are dependent on good vineyard design and the installation
of the appropriate trellises. Growers who farm 75% of assessed acres had
trellises and vine spacing worked out to accommodate the vigor of the vines
and provided an open canopy for the fruit zone but still required some
leaf removal. Leaf removal was not needed on vines on 16% of assessed
acres. Trellises and vine spacing on 8% of assessed acres shaded the fruit
even with leaf removal and correct shoot spacing. Growers who farm 1% of
assessed acres had uncontrolled growth and no shoot positioning.

3-6 VINEYARD VIGOR UNIFORMITY Uniformity of fruit ripeness in
the vineyard is an essential factor of wine quality and can be a challenge
for growers. Growers who farm 99% of assessed acres pruned their
vines differently to match the vigor of the vines in an attempt to assure
uniformity. Growers who farm 36% of assessed acres also removed weak
shoots and tailored irrigation to soil differences, while growers who farm
54% of assessed acres also tailored irrigation to rootstock differences. No
attempt to assure uniform vegetative growth and fruit development was
made on 1% of assessed acres.

3-7 MONITORING CANOPY DENSITY AND VIGOR Crop
development also requires growers to pay attention to the microclimates
that exist in different blocks. Growers who farm 70% of assessed acres used
objective visual assessments to monitor canopy density and shoot-tip vigor
and used the information to take corrective actions when necessary, while
growers who farm 12% of assessed acres also recorded the information.
By documenting observations, a grower will have a recorded history of the
vineyard that becomes more useful and valuable over time. The canopy
microclimate was monitored by casual observation for 30% of
assessed acres.
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ACRES

3-8 ENVIRONMENTAL DUE DILIGENCE FOR A NEW VINEYARD
SITE OR A REPLANTING Before a vineyard is developed it is important
for the grower to know and understand the environmental issues and
sensitivities that exist for the land, ecosystem and the region. Growers
investigated environmental issues before 73% of assessed acres were
planted. Growers who farm 31% of assessed acres also carried out due
diligence before purchasing the land and contacted the appropriate public
and private entities to research potential environmental issues. Growers
who farm 11% of assessed acres did not have documentation regarding
environmental due diligence before putting in a vineyard. Growers who
farm 16% of assessed acres replied not applicable or information not
available, perhaps because they were not involved in block replanting or
vineyard development.
3-9 SOIL PROFILE INSPECTION AND MODIFICATION Once the
environmental conditions have been adequately researched and satisfied,
it is important to inspect the soil and determine if modification is needed.
Backhoes were used to verify the soil profile on 78% of assessed acres, and
GIS/GPS technology was used to fully map the soils on 22% of assessed
acres. Growers who farm 13% of assessed acres dug hand-augered holes.
The soil was modified, if appropriate, by ripping the plowpan or hardpan,
slip-plowing claypan, or adding subsurface drainage on 93% of assessed
acres. Growers who farm 2% of assessed acres just used soil maps to
understand their soil.
3-10 SOIL TESTED FOR PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
AND AMENDED PRE-PLANTING Inspecting the soil will provide
growers with information they need to make management decisions. To
be able to make fully informed decisions, growers should consider preplanting soil tests for physical and chemical properties. Growers who farm
93% of assessed acres determined the soil structure and tested the soil, with
10% amending with lime, sulfur or gypsum alone. Compost or cover crops
were also used on 82% of assessed acres if the soil was found to be low in
organic matter. Growers who farm 40% of assessed acres also used GIS/
GPS technology to record the information. There was no documentation
regarding soil structure for 2% of assessed acres.

CHAPTER 3 | VITICULTURE
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ACRES

3-11 SOIL SAMPLED FOR BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS PREPLANTING Examining soil for biological problems is critical prior to
planting. Growers who farm 77% of assessed acres sampled for nematodes
and phylloxera. Growers who farm 40% of assessed acres also included
the roots of the previous crop in the sample and took samples to account
for soil variation. Previous crop or cover vegetation was known, but no soil
samples were taken to determine the presence of biological problems before
planting on 13% of assessed acres. Growers who farm 2% of assessed acres
did not have any records of soil samples or knowledge of the previous crop
on the land.
3-12 ADDRESSING BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS If biological
problems are known to exist, selecting appropriate best practices reduces
environmental impact and improves effectiveness. Growers who farm
48% of assessed acres tested the soil for biological problems, and if any
were found, mitigated the problems during development. 7% of assessed
land was also fallowed or rotated to a non-host crop for more than one
year. Growers who farm 28% of assessed acres either mitigated biological
problems during development or fumigated to address a particular problem
verified by testing. Growers who farm 4% of assessed acres fumigated
the soil without testing. 20% of the assessed acres were not applicable
or information was not available, likely due to the fact that the person
answering the assessment had no knowledge of the pre-planting conditions
of the vineyard being assessed.
3-13 ROOTSTOCKS Healthy vines and quality fruit starts with the
appropriate rootstock selected for the particular vineyard site. Growers
who farm 91% of assessed acres considered the soil born pests in the region
when choosing the rootstock and adequate vigor, while growers who farm
63% of assessed acres also sought advice from a UC Farm Advisor and/
or a consultant. Soil born pests in the region were not considered when
choosing the rootstock for 2% of assessed acres.
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ACRES

3-14 VINEYARD LAYOUT Canopy management and crop development
are critical elements when considering vineyard design. Growers who
farm 75% of assessed acres proactively considered the site’s physical
characteristics, designed the vineyard for operational efficiency with row
directions that minimize erosion, and created buffer zones around riparian
habitat. In addition, vineyard rows were oriented with consideration to
prevailing winds, slopes, and sunlight on 55% of assessed acres. Growers
who farm 15% of assessed acres determined vineyard layout based on
previous vineyard layout, by property lines, or based on existing irrigation
systems. Vineyards on 3% of assessed acres were laid out to maximize
planting area or operational efficiency.
3-15 ROW AND VINE SPACING Row and vine spacing are important
aspects of vineyard design. Growers who farm 40% of assessed acres
determined the spacing to accommodate site vigor potential and maximize
vine balance and fruit quality. Growers who farm 47% of assessed acres
considered fruit quality and quantity in row and vine spacing. Spacing
was determined to accommodate equipment and fruit quality on 6% of
assessed acres.

3-16 SCION/CULTIVAR Scion selection is also important in establishing
a healthy, virus-free vineyard. Growers who farm 88% of assessed acres
chose scions appropriate for climate, soil and rootstock, and tested the
scion for viruses or got a certified virus-free rating. Growers who farm
55% of assessed acres also checked their selection with a winery, UC Farm
Advisor, and/or consultant. Growers who farm 5% of assessed acres did
not test, but felt the scion was appropriate for the climate, soil of site
or rootstock and knew the production history. Growers who farm 1%
of assessed acres did not test the scion for viruses and did not consider
climate, soil types present or rootstock.
3-17 TRELLIS SELECTION AND DESIGN The trellis literally supports
all of the grower’s decisions and practices. Trellis selection requires the
consideration of vine vigor. Growers who farm 90% of assessed acres
selected a system that adequately supports the vine and required the least
amount of inputs and maintenance. Growers who farm 48% of assessed
acres also used wine quality as their main criterion and chose a trellis
system based on vigor potential and optimized fruit exposure. Growers who
farm 3% of assessed acres selected a system based on its ability to support
the crop and vigor of the vine.

CHAPTER 3 | VITICULTURE
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3-18 CONSERVATION OF HABITAT FOR WILDLIFE AND PEST
PREDATORS Within the larger context of the natural system, establishing
a vineyard requires the grower to take several elements into consideration.
Chapter 8 Ecosystem Management goes into much greater specificity, but
one major element also applicable to viticulture is the conservation of
habitat for wildlife. Growers who farm 58% of assessed acres enhanced
habitat during vineyard development or expansion to minimize disruption,
while growers who farm 20% of assessed acres also maintained hedgerows
and other plants throughout the property, provided habitat corridors, and
shaded waterways where needed. Growers who farm 23% of assessed acres
made efforts to understand and protect important habitat during vineyard
establishment. Growers who farm 1% of assessed acres did not consider the
habitat being replaced by vineyard establishment.
3-19 CREATION OF HABITAT FOR WILDLIFE AND PEST
NATURAL ENEMIES While habitat cannot always be preserved during
vineyard establishment, it can be consciously developed after the vines are
in. Growers who farm 76% of assessed acres established some native plants
and allowed resident vegetation to grow in non-crop areas, while growers
who farm 25% of assessed acres also removed non-native plants to enhance
native habitat and provided ponds or other water sources for wildlife.
Growers who farm 22% of assessed acres allowed resident, native, or nonnative vegetation to grow without mowing or disking in some non-crop
areas. New vegetative habitat was not created on 2% of assessed acres.
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CHAPTER 4 | SOIL MANAGEMENT
Healthy soil is the foundation of a sustainable vineyard. A third of the
grapevine lives underground in the form of roots. Leaves feed the vines
sugar, but the roots feed everything else. The soil provides the roots
with three vital resources: water, nutrients and air. These resources are
best provided by soil with good structure and a vibrant population of
microbes and worms that help form important soil aggregates by slowly
decomposing organic matter.
Growers can take advantage of natural soil processes to improve vine
health while allowing roots better access to nutrients. This translates into
a reduced need for increasingly expensive fertilizers in the field. One way
to utilize nature is through the use of cover crops, which, among other
benefits, increases the turnover of organic matter, can add important
nutrients, and generally enhances the health of the soil. However, cover
crops can compete with vine growth, and must be carefully selected
according to regional and individual characteristics. Growers also
take important steps to preventing erosion and protect soil health by
minimizing soil compaction and minimizing soil disturbance through
reduced tillage.

CHAPTER 4 | SOIL MANAGEMENT

A THIRD
OF THE
GRAPEVINE
LIVES
UNDERGROUND
IN THE FORM
OF ROOTS
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BENCHMARK DATA | CHAPTER 4
ACRES

4-1 PLANT TISSUE ANALYSIS Growers make their living from the
quantity and quality of the fruit they produce. As a result, most check the
vine’s nutrient status through plant tissue analysis to ensure nutrients are
available in the plant to produce the desired crop. Growers who farm 62%
of assessed acres were proactive and sent samples to a lab for analysis 1-2
years in critical areas, and growers who farm 35% of assessed acres adhered
to a two-year or three-year cycle for lab results. Growers who farm 2% of
assessed acres sampled plant tissue in response to problems. Plant tissue
samples were not taken in the last 3 years from 1% of assessed vineyards.

4-2 SOIL NUTRIENT ANALYSIS The same proactive approach is
needed when considering soil quality. Growers who farm 48% of assessed
acres sampled soil within the last 4 years (or 2 years if undergoing a soil
amendment program), and kept records of the test locations and results.
Growers who farm 32% of assessed acres sampled within the last 6 years
(or 3 years if undergoing a soil amendment program). These growers, who
farm 79% of assessed acres, considered soil variations when collecting
samples, interpreted soil sample lab analysis, and applied that information
to vineyard management decisions. Growers who farm 15% of assessed
acres sampled within the last 6 years (or 3-5 years if undergoing a soil
amendment program). Soil was not sampled within the last 6 years on 5%
of assessed acres.
4-3 NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT Ensuring proper nutrients are available
to the roots and vines begins in the soil. Growers who farm nearly 100% of
assessed acres used vine vigor, fruit quality, leaf symptoms, and the history
of the vineyard to make informed decisions for nutrient applications. Plant
tissue analysis was also used in nutrient application decisions for 95% of
assessed vineyards, and growers who farm 63% of assessed acres made sitespecific nutrient applications.
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ACRES

4-4 NITROGEN MANAGEMENT An important element in the nutrient
mix is nitrogen. Growers who farm 99% of assessed acres only applied
nitrogen when vines could best utilize it, and only if justified by plant tissue
analysis, inadequate vine vigor, and/or the need to balance with nutrients
removed by the crop. Growers who farm 88% of assessed acres took
preventative measures to limit volatilization of nitrogen, and considered
local conditions and water quality when deciding which form of nitrogen
to apply. To assess nitrogen levels, soil analysis was conducted every 3 years
and plant tissue analysis was conducted annually on 31% of assessed acres.
Either soil or plant tissue analysis was conducted every 3 years on 57% of
assessed acres, and either soil or plant tissue analysis was conducted every 6
years on 11% of assessed acres. On 1% of assessed acres, soil or plant tissue
analysis was not conducted, and nitrogen was applied annually regardless
of vine vigor.
4-5 FERTIGATION Fertigation is the delivery of fertilizers and
amendments to the vines through the irrigation system. This process
has several advantages, including increased absorption by plants and
reduction in the amount of fertilizers and amendments needed. Fertigation
was practiced on 98% of assessed acres. Growers who farm 95% of
assessed acres based fertigation on soil and vine nutrient status and
timed applications to what is seasonally correct. Growers who farm 59%
of assessed acres calculated the frequency and timing of applications to
meet vine demand and prevent leaching of fertilizer below the root zone.
Fertigation was practiced without checking soil or vine nutrient status on
3% of assessed acres.
4-6. AMENDMENTS FOR WATER PENETRATION The health of the
vine is dependent on water availability. Growers who farm 27% of assessed
acres replied not applicable, likely signaling that they do not have a
problem with water penetration in the soil. When water penetration is poor,
growers who farm 70% of assessed acres added appropriate amendments
to the soil. Growers who farm 38% of assessed acres may have also grown
a cover crop, as well as tested and adjusted the pH of the irrigation water.
Growers who farm 18% of assessed acres had a long-term plan to correct
the problem that includes adding amendments annually or using cover
crops. No action was taken on 3% of assessed acres.

CHAPTER 4 | SOIL MANAGEMENT
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4-7 AMENDMENTS FOR PH Sometimes soil is unbalanced and requires
adjustments. If the soil pH is too high or low, it impacts the vine’s ability
to obtain nutrients present in the soil. Growers who farm 23% of assessed
acres did not have a pH problem in their vineyards or answered N/A.
Soil pH problems were corrected through the addition of limestone or an
acidifying agent as needed in 71% of assessed acres. Growers who farm 37%
of assessed acres added amendments at recommended levels and tested the
pH at least every 3 years. The soil pH was not known for 3% of
assessed acres.

4-8 PRESERVING OR INCREASING ORGANIC MATTER Organic
matter is critical to the health of the soil. Growers who farm 71% of
assessed acres conducted soil analysis for organic matter, monitored inputs
and outputs, and implemented practices to increase nutrient cycling such
as composting and cover cropping. Growers who farm 64% of assessed
acres reduced or eliminated tillage to lower the rate of organic matter
breakdown. Growers who farm 7% of assessed acres recorded the results
of the soil analysis done every 3 years, implemented practices to prevent
the loss of nutrients such as buffer strips and vegetation along roads and
ditches, and eliminated tillage all together. Growers who farm 26% of
assessed acres allowed resident vegetation to grow in the vineyard during
the winter to encourage nutrient cycling. Nutrient inputs and outputs were
not monitored on 3% of assessed acres.
4-9 SOIL COMPACTION Soil compaction can affect the ability of the
vine roots to access nutrients, oxygen, and water. Growers who farm 96%
of assessed acres chose or modified equipment that minimized compaction
of the soil. Growers who farm 49% of assessed acres had a cover crop
during the springtime spray season and minimized field activity during
wet weather, while those who farm 19% of assessed acres maintained
a permanent non-tilled cover crop and never went into wet fields. Soil
compaction was not taken into consideration when choosing equipment or
working in the vineyards during wet conditions for 4% of assessed acres.
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4-10 SURFACE WATER DIVERSIONS FOR ERODIBLE
SITES Erosion was not a problem for growers in flat valley lands,
and growers who farm 17% of assessed acres replied not applicable or
information not available. 22% of assessed acres had engineered drainage
systems and erosion was controlled through use of practices such as cover
crops, buffer/ filter strips, or stream setbacks. Permanent drainage systems
existed on 54% of assessed acres, and growers who farm 76% of assessed
acres had maintenance and repair materials available for emergency repair.
Growers who farm 7% of assessed acres used temporary drainage structures
such as hay bales or shoveled diversion ditches during the winter.
4-11 MANAGEMENT OF EROSION FROM ROADS, DITCHES, AND
CULVERTS Erosion along roads, ditches or culverts can occur even in
relatively flat landscapes if the vineyard floor is not properly managed.
Growers who farm 14% of assessed acres replied N/A because they did
not have erosion or the information was not available. Growers who farm
67% of assessed acres took action to eliminate obvious sources of erosion
such as outsloping or vegetating roads, vegetating or hardening ditches,
and incorporating riprap into culvert outflows. Growers who farm 17% of
assessed acres developed a comprehensive erosion control plan but did not
fully implement it, and regularly maintained roads. Growers who farm 19%
of assessed acres implemented a comprehensive erosion control plan, took
measures to prevent erosion, properly sized and positioned culverts, and
regularly maintained and repaired roads.
4-12 NON-POINT SOURCE POLLUTION PREVENTION WITHIN
THE VINEYARD BLOCK Non-point source (NPS) pollution is an
environmental issue of growing concern and a large number of growers
are taking proactive steps to address the issue. Growers who farm 92%
of assessed acres maintained a winter annual cover crop or resident
vegetation, and had a floor management strategy to reduce runoff such as
reducing tillage or using permanent cover crops. Of those growers, growers
who farm 50% of assessed acres researched and began planning for a NPS
pollution prevention plan. Growers who farm 7% of assessed acres had a
site-specific NPS pollution prevention plan that included a map showing
potential pollutant locations, and cooperated with community groups
interested in erosion control measures. 1% of assessed acres did not have
cover crops or resident vegetation in the vineyard.
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EFFECTIVE
WATER
MANAGEMENT
HAS A GREATER
IMPACT ON
WINE QUALITY
THAN ANY
OTHER SINGLE
PRACTICE

Winegrapes use less water than most crops. However, because of
increasing statewide demand for a constrained water supply and recurring
droughts, it is imperative that all users maximize their effective and
efficient use of this crucial natural resource. Winegrowers should continue
to lead the state’s agriculture sector by implementing high levels of
beneficial practices for conserving and ensuring the quality of California’s
water.
Where soils are deep enough, some winegrowers practice dry farming,
the ultimate in irrigation water conservation. However, not all vineyards
can be dry farmed and reliably produce a crop of desired size and quality.
Thus, most growers use some form of irrigation in their vineyards.
Drip irrigation has revolutionized viticulture throughout most of the state.
With drip irrigation, water is applied directly to each vine in quantities
needed to support that vine’s growth. However, drip irrigation systems
must be managed for optimal efficiency, and problems such as clogged
emitters rob growers of the full benefits of the system.
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Growers must commit to routinely monitoring flows, inspecting lines,
and recording water use to ensure efficient delivery of intended quantities
and to track and potentially further reduce water use over time. The great
benefit of drip irrigation is the control it gives growers in deciding exactly
how much water to apply and when. This flexibility, however, brings with
it the responsibility to schedule irrigations properly. Numerous plant- and
soil-based methods exist for determining the need for and scheduling
irrigation.

91% OF
GROWERS USED
REGULATED
DEFICIT
IRRIGATION
(RDI) TO REDUCE
IRRIGATION
VOLUME AND
IMPROVE WINE
QUALITY

The context of water conservation and use efficiency is reflected in the
water management strategy developed and implemented by growers.
The target is to provide the minimal amount of necessary water to
achieve yield and quality goals. Excess irrigation can lead to runoff and
excessive vine growth, resulting in more canopy management and often
lower quality grapes and wines. Many growers use deficit irrigation
approaches, i.e. intentionally causing moderate vine water stress during
specific growth stages, as a means to improve fruit quality. In terms of
conservation and protection of natural resources and saving money, deficit
irrigation reduces water use and the energy to pump it.
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BENCHMARK DATA | CHAPTER 5
ACRES

5-1 WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY Development and
implementation of a water management strategy is key to making effective
and efficient vineyard water use decisions. Growers who farm 99% of
assessed acres had water management strategies based on grape-growing
goals. Growers who farm 58% of assessed acres had tools in place to
accomplish those goals and supported water management decisions with
visual plant stress and documented parameters, such as soil moisture
and leaf water potential. Growers who farm 1% of assessed acres did not
develop a water management strategy for their vineyards.

5-2 MONITORING AND AMENDING QUALITY OF IRRIGATION
WATER Knowledge of water quality can help growers prevent problems
with irrigation systems. For example, some areas have high levels of iron,
which can plug emitters. Growers who farm 83% of assessed acres tested
their water quality at least every three years, and growers who farm 58% of
assessed acres amended or managed water if problems with quality existed.
Growers who farm 16% of assessed acres did not test their water quality
within the past three years.

5-3 OFF-SITE WATER MOVEMENT Preventing water runoff not only
conserves water for the vineyard, but eliminates off-site contamination
of waterways from chemicals and siltation. Irrigation practices caused
no runoff on nearly 100% of assessed acres. Growers who farm 90% of
assessed acres incorporated additional practices such as cover crops to
minimize or eliminate rainfall runoff, and added drainage systems if
needed on hillsides or terraced sites.

5-4 IRRIGATION SYSTEM At the heart of vineyard water management
is the irrigation system itself. Engineered micro-irrigation systems were
used on 90% of assessed acres. Low-flow sprinkler irrigation systems were
used on 9% of assessed acres, and high-flow sprinkler systems were used on
1% of assessed acres.
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5-5 DISTRIBUTION UNIFORMITY FOR IRRIGATION
SYSTEMS Having an irrigation system to conserve water is only effective
if the system is in good working order. That requires checking and
monitoring the system to make sure water is being distributed equally
throughout the vineyard. Distribution uniformity was tested in the last 7
years on 43% of assessed acres, within the last 5 years on 29% of assessed
acres, and within the last 3 years on 18% of assessed acres. Growers who
farm 47% of assessed acres recorded the emitter outflows and made
corrections if necessary, and also tested distribution uniformity at least
bi-annually if the water source was high in carbonates, bicarbonates, iron
or organic matter. Distribution uniformity was not checked on 10% of
assessed acres.
5-6 FILTERS AND LINES Water filters in the irrigation system are
important components for the systems to operate effectively. Growers who
farm 50% of assessed acres operated automatic flushing systems for the
filters and included the irrigation systems as part of a regular maintenance
program. Filters were inspected and cleaned when pressure differences
were found for 49% of assessed acres. Growers who farm 86% of assessed
acres flushed the lines multiple times per year, while growers who farm 13%
of assessed acres flushed the irrigation lines at least annually. Filters were
not inspected and irrigation lines were not flushed for 1% of assessed acres.
5-7 WATER BUDGET Creating a water budget allows the grower to get
the “whole picture” of the water needs of the vineyard before scheduling
irrigation. Growers who farm 70% of assessed acres assessed soil moisture
status and vine response following irrigation applications to verify amount
of water used and volume of application, and replaced only water that was
used by the vineyard (or less if deficit irrigating). Growers who farm 28%
of assessed acres applied the optimized amount of water based on goals
and weather conditions. Soil salinity was confirmed and managed (if it was
believed to be a problem) on 98% of assessed acres. Water was applied by
the calendar on 2% of assessed acres.
5-8 MEASURING WATER USE Knowing the amount of water used can
aid the grower in producing higher quality fruit. It is also part of the energy
equation because each gallon of water requires energy to move it out of the
well and through the lines. Water use was measured using flow meters or
other methods such as calculation based on duration, date, energy use, weir,
or reservoir gauges on 95% of assessed acres. On 36% of assessed acres,
flow was monitored during each irrigation or frost sprinkler applications,
and flow meters were regularly maintained. Flow data was recorded for
14% of assessed acres. Irrigation and frost sprinkler applications were not
measured for 5% of assessed acres.
CHAPTER 5 | VINEYARD WATER MANAGEMENT
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5-9 SOIL WATER-INFILTRATION RATES AND WATER-HOLDING
CAPACITY Knowing the water holding capacity of the vineyard soil is
important to understanding the water balance for the vineyard. Infiltration
rates and water-holding capacity of the vineyard soils were known for
50% of assessed acres, and water-holding capacity was estimated for
46% of assessed acres. Growers who farm 91% of assessed acres used this
information for estimating necessary irrigation volume per application
and to support overall water management, while growers who farm 46%
of assessed acres also measured the soil moisture profile to determine
the depth of irrigation to further fine-tune irrigation volume. For 5% of
assessed acres, soil water-holding capacity information was used to develop
a written annual irrigation plan based on the water budget, schedule, and
duration, adjust the start date for spring/summer irrigation, and help with
scheduling subsequent irrigation applications. The water-holding capacity
of the vineyard soils was not known for 4% of assessed acres.
5-10 SOIL MOISTURE AND PLANT WATER STATUS MONITORING
METHODS Soil and plants must also be checked to ensure that the correct
amount of water is available in the soil to provide the vine what it needs
to produce fruit before scheduling irrigation. Soil moisture monitoring
devices were used to track water availability, schedule irrigation (including
when to start irrigation in the spring/summer), and visually monitor and
record plant water status for 71% of assessed acres. Plant water status
measurement tools such as a pressure chamber were used on 35% of
assessed acres. Growers who farm 27% of assessed acres used a shovel or
bucket auger to judge water availability in the soil, or monitored plant
water status by visually assessing shoot tips, leaves and tendrils. Soil
moisture or plant water status was not measured or used to schedule
irrigation for 2% of acres.
5-11 PLANNED DEFICIT IRRIGATION THROUGH REGULATED
DEFICIT IRRIGATION (RDI) Information collection becomes even more
critical for growers practicing planned deficit irrigation. This requires that
the grower monitor and restrict water availability to stress the vine between
bloom and veraison. On 97% of assessed acres, irrigation was restricted
to apply some level of water stress to the vines, and water stress was
monitored using plant water status instruments or visually. Growers who
farm 23% of assessed acres used a predetermined level of RDI to improve
wine quality and conserve water and energy, and reevaluated and adjusted
the irrigation amount and start date every season. Growers who farm 44%
of assessed acres experimented with RDI and watered at less than full ETc.
Irrigation was applied to ensure no water stress occurred in established
vines on 2% of assessed acres.
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CHAPTER 6 | PEST MANAGEMENT
Winegrowers deal with pest problems throughout the year, whether
from pathogens, nematodes, insects, mites, weeds, vertebrates, or any
combination thereof. Over time, many approaches to pest management
have been developed. Integrated pest management (IPM), best
management practices (BMPs), and certified organic pest management
are common examples.
All of these approaches stress safe, effective, information-based
management as a fundamental principle and, therefore, fall under
the umbrella of IPM. IPM is a sustainable, multi-tactical approach to
managing pests that combines biological, cultural, and chemical tools
in a way that minimizes economic, health, and environmental risks.
IPM first relies on cultural and biological means to maintain pests at
tolerable levels. Remedial control using the safest and most cost-effective
alternatives (including pesticides) is reserved for circumstances where
a pest population reaches an economic threshold or density expected to
cause economic loss.
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WINEGROWERS
IMPLEMENT
VARIOUS
PRACTICES IN
INTEGRATED
PEST
MANAGEMENT
TO REDUCE
THE USE OF
PESTICIDES
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MORE THAN
70% OF
GROWERS
MONITORED
THEIR
VINEYARDS AT
LEAST WEEKLY
FOR INSECT
AND MITE
PESTS

A sometimes overlooked, but important area of sustainable pest
management is appropriate sprayer calibration and spray coverage. Both
optimize the cost-efficacy of applications while minimizing potential
negative impacts. Routine maintenance ensures sprayers and nozzles
function properly. When pesticides - e.g. insecticide, herbicides and
fungicides - are used, safety is of paramount importance. Pesticide safety
issues examined in this chapter include establishing buffer zones in
sensitive areas, minimizing drift by monitoring environmental conditions,
and proper handling of pesticides and loading and cleaning 			
spray equipment.
A sustainable pest management program is never static but continuously
improved as growers learn more about their crops, pests and natural
enemies, and use this knowledge to refine programs. By taking a multitactical approach to managing pests that minimizes environmental,
human health, and economic risks, growers implement a broad-based
strategy that will be successful even if one technique does not work.
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BENCHMARK DATA | CHAPTER 6
ACRES

6-1 VINEYARD MONITORING FOR INSECTS AND
MITES Monitoring the vineyard is essential to discovering pest problems
early and effectively nipping the problem in the bud if treatment is needed.
Growers who farm 91% of assessed acres monitored, or had their Pest
Control Advisor (PCA) monitor, their vineyards for pests on a weekly
basis and recorded results. Growers who farm 62% of assessed acres also
analyzed and used the information for pest management decisions. Pests
were periodically monitored by growers or their PCAs on 9% of
assessed acres.

6-2 TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES FOR INSECT AND MITE
MONITORING No one person can do all of the things necessary to
operate a sustainable vineyard. An operation that has employees should
ensure proper employee training to identify insects and mites. Growers
who farm 96% of assessed acres trained and encouraged employees to
monitor for insects and mites, and growers who farm 72% of assessed
acres also ensured that employees can accurately identify key insect and
mite species. Growers who farm 12% of assessed acres trained a majority of
people working in the vineyard and also provided the training information
bilingually. Growers who farm 4% of assessed acres did not train or
encourage employees to identify pests.
6-3 ECONOMIC THRESHOLDS AND PEST-NATURAL ENEMY
RATIOS FOR LEAFHOPPERS, MITES, AND THRIPS Using effective
monitoring and associated economic thresholds makes up the core of a
strong pest management program. An economic threshold is the level of
a pest population above which, if action is not taken, the value of crop
damage will exceed the cost of treatment. This eliminates unnecessary
spraying, which can create potential environmental and public health
impacts and waste money. Growers who farm 88% of assessed acres used
economic thresholds in their control decisions, while growers who farm
25% of assessed acres also made decisions based on the amount of natural
pest predators present. Growers who farm 8% of assessed acres based their
control decisions on the presence of pests in the vineyard.
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6-4 MINIMIZING RISKS FROM INSECTICIDES AND
MITICIDES Reduced-risk insecticides and miticides can be used with less
harm to the environment and non-targeted beneficial insects and mites.
Growers who farm 94% of assessed acres considered non-target risks (e.g.,
impacts to beneficial insects and mites and environmental and human
health) when selecting and using insecticides or miticides. Growers who
farm 89% of assessed acres also compared pesticides for risks and used
lower risk pesticides when possible. No insecticides or miticides were used
on 5% of assessed acres, made possible by the existence of natural processes
(e.g. natural enemies) and the use of cultural controls, or the use of a
pesticide risk model to assess non-target risks.
6-5 CULTURAL PRACTICES FOR INSECT & MITE MANAGEMENT
Cultural practices, such as leaf removal, can be an effective tool in the
pest management toolkit for specific pests like leafhoppers and mites.
Growers who farm 93% of assessed acres used cultural practices such as
leaf removal, cover crops, hedgerows, sanitation, dust control, or irrigation
to manage insect and mite pests in the vineyard, and maintained vine vigor
to a level appropriate to reduce pest pressure. Growers who farm 31% of
assessed acres also used cultural practices to promote beneficial insects and
mites. Growers who farm 6% of assessed acres either maintained vine vigor
at an appropriate level or considered use of cultural practices.
6-6 DUST ABATEMENT IN & AROUND VINEYARDS FOR MITE
MAAGEMENT Minimizing dust in the vineyard helps deter outbreaks of
mite pests. Vehicle speeds were controlled, traffic was limited on unpaved
roads, and dust-creating vineyard practices were minimized on 99% of
assessed acres. Growers who farm 90% of assessed acres also managed the
surrounding unpaved roads by watering or with environmentally acceptable
sealants, vegetative groundcover, or other appropriate measures to suppress
dust, while growers who farm 43% of assessed acres also maintained
a permanent cover crop in the vineyard. No preventative actions for
mitigating dust were taken on 1% of assessed acres.
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6-7 USE OF WEATHER DATA AND DEGREE-DAYS FOR
MANAGING MOTH PESTS For specific pests such as moths, weather
data and degree-day information can add to the tools in the grower’s
sustainable winegrowing toolkit. For 50% of assessed acres, moth pest
treatments were based on time of year or stage of grapevine development
and past experience. Growers who farm 55% of assessed acres confirmed
problem population levels through in-field monitoring and economic
thresholds before taking action. Growers who farm 15% of assessed acres
also used data on captures from pheromone traps and from weather
stations to calculate degree-days and determined the best time for in-field
monitoring and potential treatment. Growers who farm 35% of assessed
acres replied N/A, not applicable or information not available, most likely
due to not having problems with moth pests in their vineyard.
6-8 PORTION OF VINEYARD TREATED FOR MITES OR
LEAFHOPPERS When pests are discovered in the vineyard, it might
seem like good management policy to treat the entire vineyard to make sure
that the threat is addressed. However, this approach is the most expensive
to implement, and has the highest risk potential. Treating only the specific
areas of the vineyard where economic thresholds have been exceeded is
both economically and environmentally sustainable. Growers who farm
78% of assessed acres treated only the portion of the vineyard identified
as exceeding the economic threshold (hot spots), and growers who farm
36% of assessed acres also treated a buffer strip around the hotspot.
Growers who farm 42% of assessed acres also verified treatment efficacy
by monitoring. Pest hotspots were identified on 15% of assessed acres,
however, the entire vineyard or block was treated when controlling mites
or leafhoppers.
6-9 MEALYBUG MANAGEMENT Pseudococcus Mealybugs are a
major concern for growers. Since these pests are expanding their range, a
proactive approach to pest management is good insurance for any grower.
Growers who farm 51% of assessed acres monitored their vineyard for
mealybugs throughout the year, mapped the infested areas, managed ants
when necessary, and only treated infested areas as well as buffer strips
around hotspots as necessary. Growers who farm 13% of assessed acres
also cleaned equipment of vine debris when moving between infected and
non-infected areas, and did not allow workers to work in infected and noninfected areas on the same day. Mealybugs were monitored annually on
38% of assessed acres, and if found, the entire vineyard is treated.
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6-10 SOIL-BORNE PEST MANAGEMENT AFTER
PLANTING Ongoing management of soil-borne pests such as phylloxera
or parasitic nematodes is important because nematodes often recolonize
following incomplete fumigation, root disease can remain undetected in
the soil for years, and new phylloxera problems need to be identified early.
Growers who farm 87% of assessed acres developed and implemented a
soil-borne pest management strategy that includes sampling the vineyard
for soil-borne pests. Of these growers, growers who farm 42% of assessed
acres sampled at least once every 5 years, and growers who farm 45% of
assessed acres sampled at least once every 3 years and used the results to
take appropriate management actions. Growers who farm 5% of assessed
acres also had a written strategy. Management actions for soil-borne pests
were taken without sampling soil on 12% of assessed acres.
6-11 VINEYARD MONITORING FOR DISEASE In addition to insect
and mite pests, growers must also monitor vines for disease. Growers who
farm 91% of assessed acres monitored, or had their Pest Control Advisor
(PCA) monitor, their vineyards for disease at least weekly and recorded
the results. This information was analyzed and used to make management
decisions for 74% of assessed acres. Pests were periodically monitored by
growers or their PCA on 9% of assessed acres.

6-12 POWDERY MILDEW MANAGEMENT Powdery mildew is the
most significant disease in California vineyards and can cause substantial
reductions in winegrape yield and quality. Growers who farm 96% of
assessed acres used cultural practices (e.g. leaf removal, shoot thinning,
shoot positioning), made spray decisions based on weather patterns, rotated
fungicides with different modes of action, or only used sulfur throughout
the season. Growers who farmed 19% of assessed acres also made spray
decisions based on Gubler-Thomas powdery mildew forecasting model.
Growers who farm 4% of assessed acres made spray decisions based on
an established calendar program, rotated fungicides of different modes of
action, or only used sulfur.
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6-13 MINIMIZING RISKS FROM FUNGICIDES FOR POWDERY
MILDEW AND BOTRYTIS CONTROL Even in the face of major threats
such as powdery mildew, sustainable winegrowing requires using the best
reduced-risk fungicides available. Growers who farm 82% of assessed acres
considered non-target risks (e.g., impacts to beneficial organisms and
human and environmental health) when selecting and using fungicides,
and growers who farm 64% of assessed acres also compared fungicides
for risks and used lower risk fungicides when possible. Growers who farm
82% of assessed acres only used synthetic fungicides with similar modes
of action once each season. A pesticide risk model was used to assess nontarget risks on 18% of assessed acres.
6-14 PRUNING FOR CANKER MANAGEMENT When developing a
management strategy for disease-causing cankers, an integrated approach
has the best potential for success. Growers who farm 89% of assessed acres
late pruned susceptible varieties to manage cankers, and growers who farm
65% of assessed acres also pruned off diseased wood and adjusted machines
to minimize spur damage if the fruit was mechanically harvested. Growers
who farm 24% of assessed acres also used integrated disease management
by marking diseased wood, removing it from the vineyard, and then
destroying it. No specific canker management program was implemented
on 6% of assessed acres.
6-15 BUNCH ROT MANAGEMENT Bunch rot of winegrapes is most
serious on tight bunched varieties, such as Zinfandel, Riesling, Chardonnay
and Chenin Blanc. Growers who farm 97% of assessed acres implemented
practices to reduce physical berry damage such as adjusting irrigation to
limit berry size. Growers who farm 90% of assessed acres removed leaves
around fruit to increase air circulation, as well as identified the causal agent
and applied appropriate fungicides. Mummy fruit was also destroyed on
vines in 50% of assessed acres. Growers who farm 7% of assessed acres
applied fungicides only at bloom and bunch closure, or as protection
against bunch rot during long periods of wet weather in the spring 		
or pre-harvest.
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6-16 PIERCE’S DISEASE (PD) MANAGEMENT WHERE BLUEGREEN SHARPSHOOTER IS PRIMARY VECTOR Pierce’s Disease is
deadly to a vine, and its causal agent can be transmitted by several flying
insects known as sharpshooters. One of the primary vectors for this disease
is the blue-green sharpshooter. Growers who farm 65% of assessed acres
replied not applicable or information not available, most likely because
blue-green sharpshooter is not a problem in or around their vineyard.
Growers who farm 33% of assessed acres had a strategy for Pierce’s
Disease management that included monitoring, and growers who farm
9% of assessed acres also wrote down their plan, removed diseased vines
as soon as detected, and used yellow stick traps to monitor for blue-green
sharpshooters. Growers who farm 2% of assessed acres did not have a
Pierce’s Disease management plan.
6-17 VINEYARD MONITORING FOR WEEDS Similar to other pests,
weeds should be continually monitored in the vineyard. Growers or their
PCAs monitored weeds periodically on 61% of assessed acres, and findings
were recorded on 38% of assessed acres. On 39% of assessed acres, growers
or their PCAs monitored for weeds at least bimonthly, kept a written
record, and analyzed and used the information for management decisions.

6-18 WEED KNOWLEDGE The ability to identify weeds requires
a knowledge of weeds and an understanding of their life cycle, which
allows the most effective and efficient weed management strategy to be
implemented. Growers who farm 90% of assessed acres knew the names
of the weeds in the vineyard and used a weed identification handbook or
online photo gallery to identify weeds. Growers who farm 49% of assessed
acres also knew the life cycles of the weeds and which growth stages were
easiest to control. Growers who farm 9% of assessed acres identified the
weeds in the vineyard targeted for control, and growers who farm 1% of
assessed acres did not know the names of the weeds in the vineyard.
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6-19 WEED MANAGEMENT One method for controlling weeds in
the vineyard is the use of herbicides. The choice of herbicide and rate of
application are important factors to consider for minimizing environmental
impacts. Growers who farm 80% of assessed acres considered cost, efficacy,
and timing when selecting control tactics for weeds. Growers who farm
19% of assessed acres implemented a written integrated weed management
plan that included practices such as monitoring procedures, targeting
species and growth stages, controlling costs and efficacy, controlling timing,
as well as soil type implications, resistance management (rotating control
tactics), and reducing passes. Growers who farm 1% of assessed acres
considered cost as the primary factor when selecting control tactics.
6-20 HERBICIDE LEACHING POTENTIAL The most important
concern with herbicide use is the possibility of contaminating surface and
underground water sources. Through its groundwater monitoring program,
the California Department of Pesticide Regulation has detected the
herbicides simazine, diuron, and norflurazon in groundwater in California.
These products were not used on 50% of assessed acres. Growers who
farm 96% of assessed acres knew if the vineyard was in a ground water
protection area and the restrictions for herbicide use in these areas, and
growers who farm 80% of assessed acres also did not apply herbicides when
they may have migrated from the application area (e.g., runoff from rain,
spray drift from wind). Growers who farm 16% of assessed acres made pest
management decisions with an awareness of herbicide leaching potential.
Growers who farm 1% of assessed acres were not aware of ground water
protection areas.
6-21 AREA TREATED WITH HERBICIDES As with pest management,
treating the hot spots of the vineyard for weeds is not only environmentally
protective, but also economically sustainable. Growers who farm 95%
of assessed acres tolerated some weeds in the vineyard. Foliar-applied
herbicides were used to spot treat instead of spraying the entire berm or
vine row on 12% of assessed acres. Growers who farm 85% of assessed acres
treated the entire berm or vine row with herbicides. A narrow treated berm
was maintained on 69% of assessed acres. Very few weeds were tolerated on
2% of assessed acres.
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6-22 VINEYARD MONITORING FOR VERTEBRATE PESTS As
if pests, disease and weeds were not enough to deal with in an effort to
produce winegrapes, growers must also contend with vertebrate pests.
Growers who farm 69% of assessed acres kept a written monitoring record
and trained employees to identify vertebrate pest activity and damage.
Growers or their PCAs monitored the vineyard at least biweekly and used
the information to make management decisions on 27% of assessed acres,
and growers who farm 42% of assessed acres monitored at least monthly.
Growers who farm 30% of assessed acres monitored the vineyard at least
quarterly. Vertebrate pests were rarely monitored on 1% of assessed acres.
6-23 VERTEBRATE PEST MANAGEMENT Once vertebrate pests are
found in a vineyard it is important to develop a sustainable management
plan for effectively dealing with them. Growers who farm 56% of assessed
acres managed vertebrate pests through habitat alteration (e.g. elimination
of brush piles, cover crop selection) and/or by exclusion (e.g. bird scare
devices, grow tubes with chicken wire). Growers who farm 20% of assessed
acres only used exclusion fencing directed at target species. Anti-coagulant
or strychnine baits were used only during outbreaks on 36% of assessed
acres. Growers who farm 34% of assessed acres used anti-coagulant or
strychnine baits on a regular basis with protection from ingestion by nontarget organisms, or they used fumigants or explosive devices to control
vertebrate pests. Toxic baits and fumigants were used to control vertebrate
pests on 4% of assessed acres.
6-24 PREDATION BY VERTEBRATES One of the benefits of a diverse
ecosystem is that the existence of pest predators can assist the grower in
keeping vertebrate pest populations in check. Growers who farm 93% of
assessed acres provided owl boxes to encourage vertebrate predators (one
for every 100 vineyard acres on 29% of assessed acres, one for every 40100 acres on 49% of assessed acres, and one for every 40 acres on 15% of
assessed acres). Growers who farm 64% of assessed acres provided raptor
perches, and growers who farm 15% of assessed acres also provided kestrel
and bat boxes. No nest boxes for birds of prey were provided on 7% of
assessed acres.
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6-25 LOW-VOLUME VINE CANOPY SPRAYERS If a grower decides
to spray for pest management, it is important that the sprayer effectively,
efficiently and safely delivers the necessary amount of materials to targeted
areas. Low-volume electrostatic sprayers or low-volume conventional
sprayers were used on 14% of assessed acres. Conventional sprayers with
air induction nozzles were used on 63% of assessed acres, and conventional
sprayers with large droplets were used on 21% of assessed acres. Growers
who farm 1% of assessed acres used conventional dilute sprayers and did
not know the size of the droplets.

6-26 SPRAYER CALIBRATION AND MAINTENANCE Another
important consideration is to ensure that sprayers are calibrated and
maintained for optimal performance. Growers who farm 67% of assessed
acres calibrated the sprayer and checked coverage, replaced worn nozzles
every year, recalibrated when conditions dramatically changed, and
included sprayer components in the yearly maintenance schedule. Growers
who farm 23% of assessed acres also checked coverage when row spacing or
canopy density changed and monitored nozzle discharge if an electrostatic
sprayer was used. Growers who farm 32% of assessed acres calibrated
the sprayer every year and checked nozzle wear and variation at least
every other year. Nozzle wear, nozzle variations and spray coverage were
infrequently checked on 1% of assessed acres.
6-27 SPRAY COVERAGE Adjusting parameters to achieve proper spray
coverage of a developing canopy throughout the season is important for
effectively delivering spray to targeted areas. Nozzles were positioned and
adjusted as canopy size and density changed during the season on nearly
100% of assessed acres. Growers who farm 92% of assessed acres also
drove their sprayers at a slow speed and attained tractor speed and sprayer
pressure prior to entering the row. Growers who farm 53% of assessed
acres also trained their employees in proper equipment use and coverage
parameters, and verified spray coverage.
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6-28 SPRAY BUFFER ZONE The vineyard is part of a larger ecosystem
with other plant and animal communities in close proximity. These areas
can be exposed to the materials and practices used in the vineyard. Buffers
are one way to help ensure that these materials and practices do not intrude
into other ecosystems. Growers who farm 95% of assessed acres established
reasonable buffer zones near sensitive areas and avoided applications
when winds were blowing towards sensitive areas. Growers who farm 79%
of assessed acres also adjusted the timings and within-field sequences to
minimize human activity and disturbance of sensitive areas. Growers who
farm 5% of assessed acres either established reasonable buffer zones near
sensitive areas or avoided applications when winds are blowing towards
sensitive areas.
6-29 SPRAY DRIFT When a decision is made to spray materials in
a vineyard, a grower must take into account the possibility of drift. By
minimizing drift, a grower is protecting the environmental quality of the
area and public health, as well as insuring the pesticide is targeted on the
vines for effective pest control. Growers who farm 94% of assessed acres
avoided any applications when winds exceeded 7 mph or were less than
2 mph, used lowest effective rates, and selected and maintained nozzles
to deliver the largest recommended droplets of uniform size. Dusters and
sprayers were shut off at the end of rows near sensitive areas on 90% of
assessed acres. Growers who farm 10% of assessed acres had a written spray
drift plan and used additional low-drift spray technology (e.g. low-drift
sprayers, drift-reducing nozzles). Growers who farm 6% of assessed acres
did not exceed the legal wind limits by checking the labels for federal and
state limits, and with the Ag Commissioner for additional 			
county restrictions.
6-30 PESTICIDE STORAGE Even when not being used, pesticides can
still pose a potential liability if not properly stored. Growers who farm
92% of assessed acres used safe pesticide storage practices such as storing
dry pesticides above liquid ones, storing them far from wells to prevent
contamination, having a storage area with an impermeable floor, and only
storing undamaged containers. Growers who farm 8% of assessed acres
only ordered enough pesticides for a season with no storage over the winter,
and returned unopened containers to the supplier. Growers who farm 13%
of assessed acres only ordered enough pesticide for each application to
limit on-site storage. Growers who farm 8% of assessed acres followed legal
requirements for pesticide storage.
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6-31 PESTICIDE MIXING AND LOADING The time of greatest
exposure to pesticides is during the mixing and loading of the material.
Growers who farm 98% of assessed acres provided pesticide safety training
and personal protective equipment for all workers, and the water sources
used for filling the sprayer had a double-check valve or a six-inch air gap.
Growers who farm 78% of assessed acres also instructed workers to stay
with the equipment to prevent spills while mixing and loading, maintained
the loading/mixing area at least 30 feet from any well, and had a berm
around the wellhead to prevent surface water from contaminating the well.
Growers who farm 29% of assessed acres used a separate water supply tank
for pesticide mixing, maintained the mixing/loading area at least 100 feet
from the wellhead, and had a berm around the wellhead. Growers who
farm 2% of assessed acres followed legal requirements for pesticide safety
training and personal protective equipment.
6-32 PESTICIDE EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN If a spill incident
does occur during pesticide mixing or loading, it is critical that the spill
is properly handled and appropriate treatment is available. Having an
emergency response plan is critical to preventing or minimizing human
and environmental exposure. Growers who farm 86% of assessed acres had
an emergency response plan posted and spill clean-up, wash facilities and
first-aid equipment available. Growers who farm 69% of assessed acres also
trained their workers to follow the plan. Growers who farm 9% of assessed
acres either had an emergency response plan posted or made spill clean-up
and first-aid equipment available. Legal requirements were maintained for
a pesticide emergency response plan on 5% of assessed acres.
6-33 WINERY PEST MANAGEMENT It is important to prevent and
manage pests within the winery. Vintners who produce 98% of assessed
cases prioritized exclusion and sanitation practices such as sealing areas
of pest entry, minimizing sites for food/breeding, cleaning floors and
limiting standing water, maintaining clean dining and food storage areas,
and reducing clutter and overgrown vegetation. Vintners who produce
79% of assessed cases had a written plan to prevent and manage pests that
included monitoring and record keeping, using the lowest-risk and most
cost-effective options for control, and asking employees to look for and
report possible pest issues. Vintners who produce 19% of assessed cases
also monitored at least weekly within the winery and at least monthly
outside. Vintners who produce 2% of assessed cases did not have a strategy
to prevent and manage pests in the winery.
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RESPONSIBLE
MANAGEMENT OF
RESOURCES ALLOWS
CALIFORNIA VINTNERS
TO CREATE HIGH
QUALITY WINES YEAR
AFTER YEAR
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Overall Wine Quality is a subjective measure affected by
personal experience and preference. However, some aspects
of quality, such as color, flavor, malic acid, and pH, can be
measured objectively. In today’s extremely competitive global
wine market, quality is a moving target as more consumers
demand high quality wines at lower price points. Understanding
wine quality and how it is interpreted and measured throughout
the wine industry is critical to the success of the modernday grower and winemaker. Many growers have an on-going
dialogue with their winemaker or the winery buying their
fruit regarding the specific quality aspects that the winemaker
expects. Growers can enhance this interaction by sharing
knowledge and information about vineyard practices with
the winemaker. Besides using this information to collectively
agree on practices leading to higher quality grapes and wine,
winemakers can apply understanding of farming operations to
help ensure food safety requirements are met.
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7-1 FIELD FRUIT MATURITY Maturity of the fruit before harvest is a
key element in ensuring the best fruit possible for the winemaker. However,
maturity is more than just sugar levels – it requires that berries are ripe
and fully developed in all of their flavor aspects. Growers who farm 67%
of assessed acres considered their fruit mature when juice Brix was at the
target level for harvest, canes were 80% woody, seeds were all brown and
shoot growth had stopped. Growers who farm 26% of assessed acres used
the same criteria but also had canes that were 50%-80% woody and seeds
that were mostly brown. Growers who farm 3% of assessed acres harvested
when the canes were less than 50% woody and when Brix was at the target
level for harvest. Grapes were harvested based only on the desired level of
Brix on 3% of assessed acres.
7-2 TASTING GRAPES WITH THE WINERY REPRESENTATIVE
Beyond collecting information visually, growers can acquire useful
information by tasting fruit in the field with the winery representative.
Growers who farm 98% of assessed acres tasted the fruit with a winery
representative. For 81% of assessed acres the fruit was tasted frequently,
for 10% of assessed acres it was tasted several times before harvest, and
for 7% of assessed acres it was only tasted prior to harvest. 1% of assessed
acres had not been seen by a winery representative or the grower since the
contract was signed or since the season started.

7-3 JUICE CHEMISTRY Juice chemistry provides invaluable information
to the grower and the winemaker. For the growers, science can identify the
specific fruit qualities that are beneficial for the winemaker, as well as the
negative qualities that should be eliminated. Growers who farm 88% of
assessed acres completed pre-harvest berry analysis to confirm adequate
maturity and measured and recorded Brix, tartaric acid, and pH. Growers
who farm 73% of assessed acres also included malic acid, potassium
and ammonia in the analysis, and got feedback from the winery on juice
chemistry. Growers who farm 10% of assessed acres measured and recorded
Brix. No record of juice chemistry was kept for 1% of assessed acres.
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7-4 TASTING WINE MADE FROM THE GRAPES Tasting fruit in the
field is one way to gain flavor information, but the proof is in the bottle at
the end of the process. Growers who farm 59% of assessed acres sat down
with the winemaker to taste the wine made from their fruit, and compared
it to other wines made from the same region. Growers who farm 24%
of assessed acres had at least one meeting with the winemaker to taste
wine and learn about differences between wine made from their grapes
and from other vineyards or regions. Growers who farm 15% of assessed
acres received informal feedback from the winery representative about the
quality of the grapes, and growers who farm 1% of assessed acres received
no feedback at all.
7-5 KNOWLEDGE OF WINE QUALITY Understanding how the
winemaker and the wine consumer define quality requires wine quality
knowledge on behalf of the grower. Growers who farm 64% of assessed
acres took classes, attended national and international tastings, and
understood how to trace the components of wine quality back to their
vineyard. Growers who farm 43% of assessed acres also toured other
regions domestically and internationally. Growers who farm 31% of
assessed acres tasted domestic or international wines, and growers who
farm 3% of assessed acres either tasted local wine or none at all.

7-6 KNOWLEDGE OF WINE INDUSTRY MARKETING AND
TRENDS Wine quality knowledge also includes an understanding of the
wine industry. Growers who farm 83% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 90% of assessed cases were aware of trends and prices in local
grapes and in bulk and case wine markets for California and other parts
of the world such as Chile, Australia and Europe. Growers who farm 14%
of assessed acres and vintners who produce 10% of assessed cases were
aware of trends but not prices in bulk and case wine markets in California
and some other parts of the world. Growers who farm 3% of assessed acres
reported no awareness of trends or prices in bulk or case wine markets.
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7-7 VITICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT Input from the winemaker,
winery representative and others can help growers improve their vineyard
operations. Growers who farm 54% of assessed acres had done a trial
within the last year on specific viticultural practices to see if there was an
effect on wine quality or economic viability, and compared this wine or
vineyards practices to a control. Growers who farm 29% of assessed acres
conducted a trial within the last 3 years on specific viticultural practices
or reviewed another vineyard trial in the area. Growers who farm 15% of
assessed acres implemented external suggestions about general viticultural
practices to improve wine quality or economic viability. Growers who
farm 2% of assessed acres considered external suggestions about general
viticultural practices.
7-8 PLANNING, MONITORING, GOALS AND RESULTS FOR FOOD
SAFETY Vintners need to plan for food safety. Vintners who produce 80%
of assessed cases developed and implemented a food safety plan focused
on preventative measures to minimize food safety risks for winegrapes
and/or wine, and put a monitoring and review process in place to ensure it
meets set goals. Vintners who produce 64% of assessed cases also used the
results of the review process to improve the food safety strategy. Vintners
who produce 19% of assessed cases were investigating or developing a food
safety strategy, while vintners who produce 1% of assessed cases had no
plans in place to investigate developing such a plan.
7-9 PLANNING, MONITORING, GOALS, AND RESULTS FOR
SECURITY There is increasing demand on national security for food
traceability and chain-of-custody. Vintners need to have a strategy in place
to prevent potential food security issues. Vintners who produce 60% of
assessed cases developed and implemented a food security plan focused
on preventative measures to minimize security risks for winegrapes and/or
wine, and put a monitoring and review process in place to ensure it meets
set goals. Vintners who produce 28% of assessed cases also used the results
of the review process to improve the food security strategy. Vintners who
produce 40% of assessed cases were investigating or developing a food
security strategy.
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CALIFORNIA
WINEGROWERS
UNDERSTAND
THE CONNECTION
BETWEEN HEALTHY
GRAPES AND A
HEALTHY
ECOSYSTEM

The long-term viability of the state’s wine industry is linked to the longterm stability of ecological processes. Maintaining and enhancing natural
“ecosystem services,” such as cleansing of the water and air, storing and
cycling nutrients, pollination of crops and natural vegetation, generation
and maintenance of soils, detoxification and decomposition of wastes, and
preservation of wildlife and natural beauty, is a key stewardship objective
for the California winegrowing community. Moreover, successfully
blending the conservation of natural systems and associated services with
agricultural activities is crucial for California’s tourism and 		
recreation industries.
Investments by growers and vintners need to account for the natural
capital that is inherent in ecosystem services. Personal commitments
to stewardship of the land and increasing regulatory requirements
are among the reasons growers farm to minimize impacts on the
environment, while capitalizing on the natural services that contribute to
quality grapes and wine. Growers and vintners across the state realize that
return on investment includes more than just immediate cash flow, but
also the sustained viability of the ecosystem.
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8-1 ECOSYSTEM PROCESSES — RESOURCE BASE ECOSYSTEM
BIODIVERSITY Practices within the vineyard or winery influence the
biodiversity in and around the property. The inhabitants in this area,
known as the “biological community”, are affected by vineyard and winery
practices that change the resources and conditions in the ecosystem. It is
important for growers and vintners to understand their role in this diversity
and their impacts on this community. Growers who farm 62% of assessed
acres and vintners who produce 63% of assessed cases understood their
role in a diverse and healthy ecosystem, and understood which practices
promoted ecosystem biodiversity. Growers who farm 35% of assessed acres
and vintners who produce 12% of assessed cases enhanced ecosystem
biodiversity and monitored and recorded species, habitat types, and
indicators of plant and animal diversity in and around the vineyard or
winery. Growers who farm 12% of assessed acres and vintners who produce
6% of assessed cases also took extra measures to promote biodiversity. For
2% of assessed acres and 7% of assessed cases, growers and vintners were
not aware of how the vineyard or winery affected ecosystem biodiversity.
8-2 WATERSHED MANAGEMENT — WATERSHED
AWARENESS Water links communities together, making it critical for
growers and vintners to know as much as they can about their watershed.
Growers who farm 80% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 72%
of assessed cases were aware of the pertinent watershed issues in their area
such as water quality, quantity, pollution, and/or endangered or threatened
aquatic species, and made site specific efforts to minimize negative impacts
on pertinent watershed issues. Growers who farm 32% of assessed acres
and vintners who produce 28% of assessed cases were also involved in a
watershed program that discussed stewardship issues and conservation
if available in their area. Growers who farm 20% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 27% of assessed cases knew the main watershed
where their vineyard or winery was located and also knew the tributary
watershed if applicable.
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8-3 ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT – NATIVE WOODLANDS Oak
woodlands inhabit all of California’s regions and cover a third of the state’s
total acreage. The Mediterranean climate, strongly associated with oak
woodlands, is also conducive to winegrowing. For 42% of assessed acres
and 7% of assessed cases, vineyards and wineries were developed without
removing any oaks, or oaks that were removed were mitigated with new oak
plantings or other forms of permanent protection of nearby oak woodlands.
Growers who farm 7% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 2% of
assessed cases also did not farm under the oak canopy and were working
with local conservation groups to plan for preservation of oak woodland
ecosystems in the region. Growers who farm 13% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 15% of assessed cases replaced oaks removed
during vineyard or winery construction with local seeds/saplings planted
around the edge of the property. Vineyard land was maximized through
the removal of all oaks on 6% of assessed acres. Growers who farm 39%
of assessed acres and vintners who produce 78% of assessed cases replied
not applicable or information not available, likely because they had no oak
habitat on their property.
8-4 ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT – RIPARIAN HABITAT Another
important ecosystem for growers is the riparian habitat along streams and
rivers. Riparian vegetation prevents sediment and nutrients in surface
runoff from entering waterways by acting as a filter, therefore, improving
water quality. Growers who farm 71% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce 34% of assessed cases had vegetative buffer strips on banks
of watercourses. Of that, growers who farm 26% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 16% of assessed cases also maintained a row of trees
and shrubs that shaded at least part of the watercourse. Growers who
farm 10% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 2% of assessed cases
had no vegetative buffer, but vines were not planted up to the edge of the
watercourse. Growers who farm 19% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 64% of assessed cases replied not applicable or information not
available because they did not have riparian habitat on their property.
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8-5 ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT — AQUATIC HABITATS:
STREAMS, RIVERS, AND WETLANDS The aquatic habitats, streams,
rivers and wetlands are particularly important to a broad host of animals,
reptiles, amphibians, and birds. Considering these habitats in vineyard
or winery management is a critical step in preserving these diverse
ecosystems. These habitats were considered in the site selection and
management of 81% of assessed acres and 33% of assessed cases. Growers
who farm 69% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 31% of assessed
cases also provided buffer strips between the vineyards or winery and the
aquatic habitat. Growers who farm 20% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 7% of assessed cases took additional measures by keeping roads
to a minimum around vineyards adjacent to aquatic habitat. Vintners who
produce 6% of assessed cases did not consider aquatic habitat in their
winery management decisions. Growers who farm 19% of assessed acres
and vintners who produce 61% of assessed cases replied not applicable
or information not available, likely because they do not have any aquatic
habitat on their land.
8-6 HABITAT ENHANCEMENT FOR WILDLIFE Some members of the
biological community, such as raptors, owls and bats, provide direct pest
control services to the vineyard. Growers and vintners can build nesting
boxes and perches to ensure these creatures hunt in their vineyard or
around their winery. Growers who farm 75% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce 45% of assessed cases had nesting boxes for owls and raptors,
maintained natural nesting sites and perches for wildlife, and maintained
hedgerows, cover crops, native grasses, or (if appropriate) non-native plants
on the property. Growers who farm 20% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce 10% of assessed cases also monitored nest sites and perches
and established native plants that provided shelter or food for wildlife.
Growers who farm 21% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 31%
of assessed cases either had nesting boxes or maintained natural nesting
sites and perches. Growers who farm 4% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 18% of assessed cases did not enhance habitat around the vineyard
or winery.
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8-7 CONSERVATION EASEMENTS Agricultural conservation
easements are another habitat protection resource, keeping farmland
in production and protecting natural resources and natural habitat by
restricting development. Some or all of the vineyard/ winery property was
protected by an agricultural conservation easement or a natural resource
conservation easement for 10% of assessed acres and 6% of assessed
cases. Growers who farm 9% of assessed acres and vintners who produce
7% of assessed cases had identified where easements were appropriate
and were considering them for their property. Growers who farm 55%
of assessed acres and vintners who produce 44% of assessed cases were
aware of conservation easements, or easements were not appropriate for
their property. Growers who farm 23% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 32% of assessed cases did not know about conservation easements.
8-8 SENSITIVE SPECIES Habitat for nearly half of the plants and
animals listed under the Federal and State Endangered Species Act in
California is on private property. Because of the importance of private lands
to listed species, it is important for growers and vintners to understand
how their practices can contribute to the recovery and added diversity of
the state’s vast biological mix. Growers who farm 97% of assessed acres
and vintners who produce 81% of assessed cases were aware of most of
the sensitive species in their region. Growers who farm 69% of assessed
acres and vintners who produce 51% of assessed cases knew if any sensitive
species lived on their property. Growers who farm 17% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 11% of assessed cases also managed their property
to protect and enhance habitat for these species. Growers who farm 3% of
assessed acres and vintners who produce 13% of assessed cases were not
informed about sensitive species.
8-9 SENSITIVE SPECIES AND COLLABORATION WITH
PARTNERS Growers and vintners can seek assistance from partners to
help inform management decisions about species protection. Qualified
experts familiar with sensitive species were consulted to help make
decisions regarding vineyard and winery management that may have
affected sensitive species for 34% of assessed acres and 14% of assessed
cases. Growers who farm 8% of assessed acres and vintners who produce
7% of assessed cases also participated in incentive programs. Growers who
farm 41% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 14% of assessed cases
used information developed by qualified experts to determine how best to
address the presence of sensitive species known to exist on the property.
Growers who farm 14% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 42% of
assessed cases met the regulatory requirements without seeking
outside assistance.
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The drive to save money by conserving natural resources and the
uncertainty related to the availability and costs of electricity and fuel
have compelled many vintners and growers to invest in energy efficiency
measures. These measures can include upgrading lighting, insulating
tanks and piping, installing variable frequency drives on pumps and
motors, and installing dissolved oxygen sensors for process water
treatment. These measures have been enhanced through complementary
internal actions such as energy conservation training (implementing
policies to turn off equipment and lighting when not in use), shifting
to night harvesting to reduce the ambient heat stored in grapes and
thus cooling requirements, and the appointment of staff or teams to
investigate, implement, monitor, and further improve energy efficiency
practices and equipment. Many wineries and vineyards are also installing
solar panels as part of their renewable energy strategies.

MEASURING AND
MONITORING
ENERGY USE
ALLOWS GROWERS
AND VINTNERS
TO PRIORITIZE
AND IMPLEMENT
ENERGY SAVING
MEASURES

These combined efforts have resulted in measurable reductions in energy
consumption and related energy costs, as well as in GHG emissions.
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9-1 PLANNING, MONITORING, GOALS AND RESULTS To begin
understanding and improving energy use, a winery or vineyard needs
to conduct an energy audit to know how much energy is being used and
where. Growers who farm 66% of assessed acres and vintners who produce
79% of assessed cases conducted an energy audit of the overall vineyard
or winery operation within the last 5 years. Growers who farm 58% of
assessed acres and vintners who produce 36% of assessed cases used the
results of the audit for making energy management decisions and reviewed
their rate schedule for the cost of electricity. Growers who farm 8% of
assessed acres and vintners who produce 40% of assessed cases developed
and implemented a comprehensive energy management plan that includes
monitoring and recording total energy with yearly goals and implemented
some cost effective measures from their energy audit. Vintners who
produce 3% of assessed cases implemented most of the efficiency measures
identified during their audit and also calculated performance metrics for
energy and greenhouse gases related to energy use. Growers who farm 34%
of assessed acres and vintners who produce 21% of assessed cases had a
general idea of total energy use (electricity, natural gas, propane, diesel and
unleaded gasoline) per year.
9-2 VINEYARD PUMP EFFICIENCY It is important for growers to
know if their pumps are operating efficiently since energy use in the
vineyard is largely related to the pumping of water. Growers who farm
92% of assessed acres make pump efficiency improvements. Growers who
farm 55% of assessed acres tested pumps for efficiency, considered or
implemented the correct size pumps and variable frequency drives, and
reviewed the integrity of the irrigation infrastructure for efficiency. Growers
who farm 8% of assessed acres also used pump test results for maintenance
and replacement decisions and documented and tracked pump repairs and
replacements. Pumps were operated and maintained as they have been
since installation on 8% of assessed acres.
9-3 VINEYARD VEHICLES Understanding fuel use in the vineyard
is another key element for energy efficiency. Growers who farm 96% of
assessed acres knew the amount of fuel used in the vineyard. Growers who
farm 61% of assessed acres also tracked the fuel used and utilized practices
and technologies to increase fuel efficiency, such as engine maintenance,
reduced tractor passes, and age of equipment. Growers who farm 14% of
assessed acres also used at least one alternative fuel such as biodiesel. The
amount of fuel used was not known for 3% of assessed acres.
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9-4 WINERY MOTORS, DRIVES, AND PUMPS Awareness of overall
energy consumption aids winemakers in targeting specific areas that
consume the most energy. One of these areas includes motors, drives and
pumps. Vintners who produce 84% of assessed cases made improvements
to the energy efficiency of motors, drives and pump systems in the winery.
Vintners who produce 75% of assessed cases maintained equipment for
optimal performance and used energy audit results to review capacity
and performance requirements before replacing equipment. Of these,
vintners who produce 70% of assessed cases also investigated new
efficiency technologies and considered variable frequency drives and right
size pumps, while vintners who produce 5% of assessed cases used energy
efficient technologies and designs throughout the operation and chose
efficient equipment when making new purchases. Motors, drives, and
pumps were operated and maintained as they have been since installation
for 16% of assessed cases.
9-5 REFRIGERATION SYSTEM One of the biggest consumers of
energy in a winery is the refrigeration system. Efforts are made to improve
the energy efficiency of the refrigeration systems for nearly 100% of
assessed cases. Vintners who produce 79% of assessed cases selected
and implemented technologies for optimal performance, reduced chiller
loads with building insulation, night air cooling, and off-peak evaporative
cooling and/or ice making, and maintained existing equipment for optimal
performance. Vintners who produce nearly 25% of assessed cases also used
energy efficient technology throughout the refrigeration system such as
extra heat exchange surfaces and chillers that can operate at moderate or
high cooling stages.
9-6 TANKS AND LINES Moving wine in and out of tanks and
throughout the winery and maintaining the required tank temperature
requires an enormous amount of energy. Vintners who produce 97%
of assessed cases insulated their glycol lines, equipped some tanks with
insulation jackets, and located tanks to reduce cooling and heating needs.
Vintners who produce 41% of assessed cases insulated 50% or more of
their tanks or located tanks in insulated buildings and used methods to
ensure even cooling/heating to reduce thermal stratification. Vintners
who produce 37% of assessed cases insulated 80% or more of their tanks
or located tanks in insulated buildings. The tank system was operated and
maintained as it had been since installation for 3% of assessed cases.
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9-7 HEATING VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING
(HVAC) One major energy user at the winery that is often overlooked for
conservation potential is the HVAC system. Vintners who produce 68% of
assessed cases regularly checked and maintained their insulation, weather
stripping and window film. Vintners who produce 21% of assessed cases
also maintained equipment for optimal performance and reduced heating
and cooling loads for the winery through temperature controls, insulation,
timed door openers and other methods. Vintners who produce 3% of
assessed cases used energy efficient technologies and designs throughout
the operation and investigated new technologies to improve the efficiency
of the HVAC system. The HVAC system was operated and maintained as it
had been since installation for 32% of assessed cases.
9-8 LIGHTING — OFFICES AND LABS Wineries have many more
lighting needs throughout their operation than vineyards. For inside
lighting of offices and labs, growers who farm 72% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 83% of assessed cases made improvements to
lighting energy efficiency and used compact fluorescent lights or LEDs in at
least some locations. Growers who farm 22% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce 54% of assessed cases used compact fluorescent lights or
LEDs in all appropriate locations, included lighting fixtures in the cleaning
procedures, and used task lighting. Growers who farm 2% of assessed acres
and vintners who produce 7% of assessed cases also used energy efficient
technologies and designs such as automatic controls or natural light tubes
and tested new lighting technologies. The office and lab lighting system
was operated and maintained as it had been since installation for 25% of
assessed acres and 17% of assessed cases.
9-9 LIGHTING — SHOPS AND FACILITIES Some vineyards and
wineries have large areas in shops and facilities that need to be lit. For
lighting in shops and facilities, growers who farm 78% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce nearly 100% of assessed cases made improvements to
lighting efficiency and used compact fluorescent lights or LEDs in at least
some locations. Growers who farm 26% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 56% of assessed cases used compact fluorescent lights or LEDs in
all appropriate locations in shops and facilities, included lighting fixtures
in the cleaning procedures, and used task lighting. Growers who farm
5% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 7% of assessed cases also
used energy efficient technologies and designs such as automatic controls
or natural light tubes and tested new lighting technologies. The shop and
facilities lighting system was operated and maintained as it had been since
installation for 20% of assessed acres.
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9-10 LIGHTING — OUTDOOR AND SECURITY Wineries have
greater need for outdoor and security lighting than vineyard operations.
For outdoor and security lighting, growers who farm 77% of assessed acres
and vintners who produce 93% of assessed cases made improvements to
outdoor lighting energy efficiency. Growers who farm 48% of assessed
acres and vintners who produce 69% of assessed cases used incandescent
lights in many locations. Growers who farm 29% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 24% of assessed cases used sodium, LEDs and/
or sulfur lamps in all appropriate locations outdoors, included lighting
fixtures in the cleaning procedures, illuminated key security areas, and used
motion detectors. Growers who farm 6% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce 2% of assessed cases mitigated night lighting impacts and
trained employees to turn off lights during their rounds, if applicable. The
outdoor lighting system was operated and maintained as it has been since
installation for 21% of assessed acres and 7% of assessed cases.
9-11 OFFICE EQUIPMENT Although vintners tend to have a greater
need for office equipment than growers, offices consume energy and are a
significant part of the overall energy considerations for both vineyard and
winery operations. Growers who farm 67% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce 98% of assessed cases turned off equipment or put it on
standby mode when not in use. Growers who farm 27% of assessed acres
and vintners who produce 36% of assessed cases made efforts to improve
office equipment energy efficiency. Growers who farm 40% of assessed
acres and vintners who produce 62% of assessed cases considered energy
consumption when upgrading or replacing equipment. Growers who farm
13% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 28% of assessed cases
purchased office equipment that is Energy Star certified. Office equipment
was run the same as when it was installed for 30% of assessed acres and 2%
of assessed cases.
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9-12 RENEWABLE SOURCES OF POWER With the increasing
volatility of the energy delivery system, wineries and vineyards can begin
to ensure their own energy security by increasing the diversity of energy
sources available to power their operations. The source of energy supply
was known for 80% of assessed acres and 93% of assessed cases. Growers
who farm 53% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 26% of assessed
cases researched potential renewable energy options such as solar, or
wind. A renewable energy assessment for solar photovoltaic, passive solar
thermal or green power was completed for 22% of assessed acres and 18%
of assessed cases. Growers who farm 5% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 49% of assessed cases implemented a renewable energy system
and/or received power from a third-party renewable power source. Growers
who farm 19% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 7% of assessed
cases did not know where their energy comes from and had a limited
awareness of alternative energy sources.
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CHAPTER 10 | WINERY WATER
CONSERVATION AND QUALITY
			
With the increased pressure on California’s finite water resources, the state’s wine
community recognizes the need to conserve water and improve efficiency. Vintners
and winegrape growers know that water is a critical element in the winemaking
process. At every step of the winemaking process - from crushing and pressing,
through fermentation and aging, to bottling of the finished product - water is
required. Water is at the heart of the sanitizing system, ensuring that tanks,
barrels, and the bottling line are properly cleaned. Knowing the quality of the
water and the amount required for all of the tasks is critical to ensuring that an
adequate supply is available each and every season.
Many wineries have installed water meters at key operational points to enable
water use monitoring during specific operations like crush, fermentation, and
bottling. A small but growing percentage of wineries have installed water meters
throughout their entire facilities to monitor water consumption. This added
information is then tracked and analyzed for the continuous improvement of water
conservation throughout the entire operation.

84% OF
VINTNERS
HAVE
MEASURED
THEIR TOTAL
WATER
USE AND
MONITORED IT
THROUGHOUT
THE YEAR

Water is a limited natural resource that is required by all members of the
ecosystem for survival. As a steward and user of water resources, it is important for
wineries to monitor and record the amount and quality of water coming into the
operations and use this precious resource as efficiently as possible.
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CASES

10-1 WATER CONSERVATION PLANNING, MONITORING, GOALS,
AND RESULTS At the core of any water conservation program is the
awareness of how much water is being used. Knowing the total amount
of water moving through a winery allows for comprehensive conservation
planning with clearly defined, achievable goals. Vintners who produce 97%
of assessed cases knew the total water used per year and monitored water
use throughout the year. Vintners who produce 70% of assessed cases
also conducted a water audit in the last 5 years, recorded water use, used
water use data and audit results to make decisions on maintenance, capital
improvements, employee training, and reducing water use, and set yearly
goals for overall water use. A comprehensive water conservation program
that included a water performance metric, a designated person responsible
for water conservation, and cleaning and sanitizing procedures was also
implemented in the production of 44% of assessed cases. Annual winery
water use was estimated for 3% of assessed cases.
10-2 SOURCE WATER QUALITY PLANNING, MONITORING,
GOALS, AND RESULTS Since water is used in the winemaking process,
it is important to monitor the quality of the water coming into the facility.
Vintners who produce 98% of assessed cases tested the water quality of
the water used in the winemaking operation and used the results to make
decisions on capital improvements, maintenance, and employee training.
Vintners who produce 87% of assessed cases also monitored and recorded
water quality throughout the year, and, vintners who produce 2% of
assessed cases also compared their water quality to industry best practices
and improved water quality over the baseline. Water used was known to be
safe for the intended use for 2% of assessed cases.
10-3 WATER SUPPLY The primary access point for water for many
wineries is their well(s). Vintners who produce nearly 100% of assessed
cases had meters installed on their wells or measured water use. Vintners
who produce 97% of assessed cases also monitored the meters at least
monthly, recorded and tracked water use, and used the information as part
of their water conservation program. Vintners who produce 6% of assessed
cases took further measures including monitoring wells weekly in periods
of high demand, installing separate water meters if wells are also used for
irrigation or landscaping, using the information in employee training, and
making the water use information publicly available as appropriate.
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10-4 WATER TO PROCESS WATER PONDS OR PUBLIC-OWNED
TREATMENT WORKS (POTW) The quality of the water leaving the
facility and entering the discharge system also needs to be monitored
to ensure that the highest possible quality of water is returned to the
environment at the end of the process. Vintners who produce 81% of
assessed cases had flow meters installed to measure process water discharge
and regularly tested pH, dissolved oxygen, or other permit requirements for
water quality. Sumps, interceptors or traps were inspected annually on 26%
of assessed cases. Vintners who produce 55% of assessed cases monitored
their flow meters at least quarterly, recorded and tracked monitoring
data, inspected sumps, interceptors or traps quarterly and cleaned them
annually, and used best management practices for process water. Vintners
who produce 21% of assessed cases also monitored flow meters weekly
during high-demand periods, implemented a comprehensive water
conservation program that included cleaning and sanitation procedures,
and trained employees in storm water protection and diversion 		
valve operation.
10-5 PROCESS WATER DISCHARGE — WATER FROM PROCESS
WATER PONDS Using process water discharged from the winery ponds
for irrigation is a great way to reuse water. Vintners who produce 46%
of assessed cases applied at least some pond water to the vineyards and/
or landscaping if permissible. Vintners who produce 28% of assessed
cases invested time into researching alternative reuse or disposal methods
for process water, and vintners who produce 25% of assessed cases also
visited other facilities that have implemented alternative reuse or disposal
methods. Vintners who produce 18% of assessed cases used flow data
to help select reuse or disposal method(s), used water quality results to
develop and implement a plan to reduce constituents in discharge water,
and/or implemented at least one additional alternative reuse or disposal
method (e.g., fire protection, fountains, wetlands). Process water is not
reused for 4% of assessed cases. Vintners who produce 50% of assessed
cases did not have process water ponds on their property.
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10-6 SEPTIC SYSTEMS OR ONSITE SYSTEMS Some wineries use
a septic system or other onsite system to handle their process water.
These systems need to be monitored and maintained to insure that they
are adequate for the task. Vintners who produce 63% of assessed cases
had grease traps installed (if applicable). Vintners who produce 24% of
assessed cases also regularly checked the septic system, had an operations
and maintenance plan in place, and trained management and staff in the
“dos and don’ts” of septic systems. Vintners who produce 1% of assessed
cases also recorded the results of system checks, had educational posters
in the bathrooms, and had a separate leach field for processed wastewater.
Vintners who produce 6% of assessed cases have a system but didn’t 		
check it.
10-7 STORM WATER Rain is an important element of the water cycle.
When rain falls on a winery operation, it can carry material off-site through
storm drains to nearby surface water, so it must be managed carefully.
Vintners who produce 30% of assessed cases had covered crush and press
pads to eliminate rainfall runoff to storm drains or identified, labeled
and documented all storm drains, installed diversion valves with visual
above ground indicators, trained management and staff on diversion valve
operation, kept unwanted rainfall water out of the processed wastewater
network, and used best practices for storm water. Diversion valves were
inspected, and results recorded, for 19% of assessed cases. Vintners who
produce 22% of assessed cases identified and labeled storm drains, installed
diversion valves in critical storm drains, minimized unwanted storm water
to processed wastewater network, and allowed storm water from uncovered
crush and press pads into process wastewater network only during harvest.
Storm water from uncovered pads and other uncovered work areas flowed
into process water system all year, storm drains were known, and the
process water system network was subjected to unwanted water from
rainfall runoff for 48% of assessed cases.
10-8 CRUSH OPERATIONS One of the most water intensive procedures
at a winery is the crush operations, since cleaning the crush pad requires a
significant amount of water. The cleaning operation can be enhanced and
water conserved if pre-cleaning of the equipment surfaces is done before
washdown. Vintners who produce 82% of assessed cases pre-cleaned their
equipment, used high pressure/low volume nozzles with shut-off valves,
and had cleaning procedures for crush operations. Vintners who produce
14% of assessed cases also covered crush operations to reduce “baking”
of waste material on equipment and implemented written cleaning
procedures that were part of their water conservation plan. Cleaning
procedures were included as part of employee training for 5% of assessed
cases. Vintners who produce 10% of assessed cases did not pre-clean and
used water for cleaning as needed.
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10-9 PRESSES During crush operations, presses also require large
amounts of water for cleaning. Vintners who produce 82% of assessed cases
pre-cleaned their equipment, used high pressure/low volume nozzles with
shut-off valves, and had cleaning procedures for press operations. Vintners
who produce 23% of assessed cases also covered press operations to
reduce “baking” of waste material on equipment and implemented written
cleaning procedures that are part of their water conservation plan. Cleaning
procedures were included as part of employee training for 5% of assessed
cases. Vintners who produce 10% of assessed cases did not pre-clean and
used water for cleaning press operations as needed.
10-10 TANKS AND TRANSFER LINES During every stage of the
winemaking process, cleanliness and sterilization are crucial. The cleaning
of tanks and transfer lines consumes large amounts of water. Vintners who
produce 88% of assessed cases estimated the amount of water used, cleaned
tanks with high pressure/low volume nozzles, sent all wastewater down the
drain, and researched other sanitation options. Vintners who produce 9%
of assessed cases cleaned tanks and transfer lines with a known amount
of water, captured and recirculated water in tanks, implemented written
cleaning procedures as part of a water conservation plan, and implemented
a sanitation option that conserves water. Vintners who produce 1% of
assessed cases also measured, monitored and tracked the amount of water
used, and included water information as part of employee training. Amount
of water used in sanitation was unknown for 3% of assessed cases.
10-11 CELLARS Determining the amount of time it takes to clean the
cellar and the amount of water necessary can help alleviate wasting water in
this area. Vintners who produce 61% of assessed cases used high pressure/
low volume cleaning equipment with shut-off valves. Vintners who produce
31% of assessed cases also measured and tracked water use as part of a
conservation program, accurately determined and recorded clean-up
time, trained cellar workers in water conservation practices, posted water
awareness information in the cellar, and learned about alternative cleaning
technologies. A cellar worker was a member of the water team and at least
one alternative cleaning technology was tested and implemented on 19% of
assessed cases. Vintners who produce 30% of assessed cases estimated and
recorded water use and clean-up time and researched alternative cleaning
technologies. Vintners who produce 39% of assessed cases did not know
the amount of water used or the time needed for clean-up, pressure washed
floors with as much water as needed, and had cellar workers who were
unaware of water conservation.
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10-12 BARREL WASHING The amount of water used for barrel washing
can vary. Vintners who produce 52% of assessed cases used high pressure/
low volume nozzles with shut-off valves. Vintners who produce 19% of
assessed cases also monitored and controlled the temperature of the water,
measured and monitored the amount of water used as part of a written
water conservation plan, and implemented written cleaning procedures.
The feasibility of capturing and reusing rinse water was evaluated and
alternative sanitation and cleaning technologies were tested for 5% of
assessed cases. Vintners who produce 14% of assessed cases trained
employees in barrel cleaning procedures, monitored and tracked the
amount of water used during barrel cleaning as part of a water conservation
plan, implemented an alternative sanitation or cleaning technology, and
captured and reused rinse water. Vintners who produce 33% of assessed
cases cleaned barrels with hot water, estimated the amount of water used
and investigated alternative sanitation and cleaning technologies. Vintners
who produce 20% of assessed cases used as much hot water as needed and
did not monitor or track water use.
10-13 BARREL SOAKING Water is also used to soak the barrels to seal
the wood and detect leaks. Vintners who produce 80% of assessed cases
replied N/A because they did not soak barrels. Vintners who produce
17% of assessed cases only used hot water, and vintners who produce 15%
of assessed cases estimated the amount of water used to fill each barrel.
Vintners who produce 12% of assessed cases filled each barrel completely
to the top to detect leaks and seals. Vintners who produce 8% of assessed
cases rotated the barrels to seal and detect leaks, soaked heads separately,
and measured and monitored the amount of water used as part of a
written water conservation plan. Alternative sanitation technologies were
investigated for 5% of assessed cases. Vintners who produce 3% of assessed
cases implemented alternative sanitation technologies, only used cold water
for 15 minutes, and trained employees in barrel soaking procedures.
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10-14 BOTTLING The bottling line must be clean and sterilized for the
winemakers. Vintners who produce 60% of assessed cases cleaned the
pump and filler with high pressure/low volume equipment with shut-off
valves and developed filler sterilization procedures with set cleaning times.
Vintners who produce 54% of assessed cases estimated total water used
and researched alternative cleaning and sanitation technology. Water use
was measured and monitored as part of a written water conservation plan
for 6% of assessed cases. Vintners who produce 2% of assessed cases also
evaluated the feasibility of capturing and reusing rinse water, while vintners
who produce 4% of assessed cases captured and reused rinse water,
incorporated water use information into employee training, and tracked
total water used. Vintners who produce 38% of assessed cases replied N/A
because bottling was not done at the winery.
10-15 LABS While winery laboratories do not consume large amounts
of water, there are practices that can be put in place to conserve water.
Vintners who produce 75% of assessed cases estimated rinse-time for lab
equipment, and lab workers were aware of water conservation information.
Vintners who produce 2% of assessed cases accurately determined rinse
time for laboratory equipment, trained lab workers in water conservation
practices, measured and tracked water use as part of a conservation plan,
equipped sinks and rinse tanks with water-saving devices, made water
awareness information available in the labs, and investigated new lab
techniques that reduce water use and hazardous waste generation. Vintners
who produce 21% of assessed cases did not know rinse-time, and lab
workers were unaware of water conservation information.
10-16 LANDSCAPING Many wineries have extensive gardens and
landscaping as part of the wine country ambiance. Some of these can
require large amounts of water to maintain health and appearance. Some
wineries use drought-tolerant plants and wastewater from the winery.
Vintners who produce 75% of assessed cases checked irrigation lines
regularly for leaks, defective emitters and sprinkler heads, and applied
mulch or compost at least once a year. Vintners who produce 62% of
assessed cases had some drought tolerant plants or used recycled water for
landscaping. Vintners who produce 13% of assessed cases measured and
tracked water used as part of a water conservation plan, had automatic
irrigation and used moisture sensors or rain shut-off devices. Vintners
who produce 6% of assessed cases had at least half of the landscaping with
drought-tolerant plants or used recycled water. Vintners who produce 7%
of assessed cases used mostly drought-tolerant plants or used recycled
water, tested soils annually and used some treated process water for
irrigation. Vintners who produce 25% of assessed cases did not know the
amount of water used or percentage of drought tolerant plants, and only
checked irrigation lines annually.
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REDUCING THE
AMOUNTS OF
POTENTIALLY
HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS ON THE
VINEYARD AND
WINERY PROPERTY
ENHANCES THE
HEALTH OF SAFETY
OF PEOPLE AND
THE SURROUNDING
ENVIRONMENT.
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Materials used in vineyard and winery operations are potentially
hazardous if they have one or more of the following properties:
flammability, reactivity, toxicity or corrosivity. Reducing the amounts of
these materials whenever possible can enhance the health and safety of
people at the facility, minimize the risk of exposure to the environment,
and decrease or even eliminate some regulatory oversight and inspection.
Any measures that can be put into place to reduce or eliminate the use
of hazardous materials and the generation of hazardous waste can also
diminish liability exposure.
Since the use of hazardous materials leads to the generation of
hazardous waste, reducing the use of or replacing these materials with
non-hazardous materials results in less hazardous waste generation.
Accomplishing this task requires growers and vintners to begin practicing
a pollution prevention (P2) approach to their operations. The P2
approach takes a full systems view of the operations into account to
help identify the best areas for reduction, substitution or elimination of
hazardous materials.
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11-1 PLANNING, MONITORING, GOALS AND RESULTS To reduce
the amount of hazardous materials and the generation of hazardous waste,
vintners and growers must know how much they use and what materials
contribute to the amount of hazardous waste they generate. Growers who
farm 93% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 99% of assessed
cases monitored the total amount of hazardous materials onsite and
hazardous waste generated. Growers who farm 83% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 96% of assessed cases investigated measures for
implementing Pollution Prevention (P2) and hazardous waste reduction
such as reducing or eliminating waste at the source, using non-toxic or
less-toxic substances, and reusing materials. Growers who farm 10% of
assessed acres and vintners who produce 3% of assessed cases also tracked
and recorded the total amount of hazardous material and waste generated,
implemented pollution prevention measures, set yearly targets for overall
hazardous waste reduction, contacted local, state, and federal regulatory
agencies for P2 information, and made P2 information accessible to all
employees. Growers who farm 2% of assessed acres also included P2
information in all employee training and reviewed yearly goals on waste
reduction. Growers who farm 6% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 1% of assessed cases knew the total amount of hazardous materials
purchased and hazardous waste generated.
11-2 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING — DUMPSTER AREA The dumpster
area is one of the easiest zones in which to begin an investigation into
hazardous waste moving off site. Growers who farm 55% of assessed acres
and vintners who produce 65% of assessed cases kept dumpster areas litter
free and kept dumpster lids closed to keep water out. Growers who farm
47% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 61% of assessed cases
had an informal scheduling system in place for inspecting dumpsters,
infrequently inspected for leaks, spills, and litter, and posted signs near
dumpsters describing what materials can and cannot be disposed. Growers
who farm 8% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 4% of assessed
cases had a formal scheduling system in place for inspecting dumpsters,
regularly inspected for leaks, spills, and litter, posted bilingual signs
on what can be disposed of, included hazardous waste identification in
employee training, and kept dumpsters on a concrete pad to contain leaks
and spills. Growers who farm 1% of assessed acres also had an integrated
solid and hazardous waste program and located dumpsters in low-traffic
areas. Growers who farm 41% of assessed acres and vintners who produce
35% of assessed cases did not have a scheduling system for inspecting
dumpsters and did not inspect dumpsters for leaks, spills, litter or
unintentional hazardous waste disposal.
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11-3 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS — HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
STORAGE AND REPLACEMENT Knowing where hazardous materials
are used allows growers and vintners to identify the best way to store the
material so that it doesn’t spill and lead to potentially expensive hazardous
waste clean-up costs. Growers who farm 99% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce nearly 100% of assessed cases knew the amount of hazardous
materials. Growers who farm 92% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 92% of assessed cases stored hazardous materials away from
storm drains. Growers who farm 62% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 73% of assessed cases conducted research into hazardous material
replacement and periodically reviewed legal requirements. Growers who
farm 30% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 19% of assessed
cases also kept an inventory of the total amount of hazardous materials and
regularly reviewed legal requirements. Growers who farm 23% of assessed
acres and vintners who produce 18% of assessed cases reviewed priority
materials for green chemistry alternatives. Growers who farm 7% of
assessed acres and vintners who produce 1% of assessed cases also annually
reviewed their hazardous waste inventory, stored hazardous materials
under cover in secondary containment, and reviewed all materials for less
hazardous alternatives.
11-4 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS — HAZARDOUS WASTE
DISPOSAL Once hazardous materials are used, the remaining unused
material is considered hazardous waste. How this waste is stored, treated
and disposed of is critical to reducing liability exposure and protecting
human health and the environment. Growers who farm 97% of assessed
acres and vintners who produce nearly 100% of assessed cases knew the
amount of hazardous waste generated and kept a log of waste hauler
manifests or receipts for 3 years. Growers who farm 92% of assessed acres
and vintners who produce 99% of assessed cases also separated hazardous
waste and stored it in a centralized location away from storm drains and
well heads. Growers who farm 57% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 82% of assessed cases also stored recyclable hazardous wastes (e.g.,
used oils, batteries, anti-freeze) to facilitate recycling and had secondary
containment in the disposal area. Growers who farm 20% of assessed
acres and vintners who produce 18% of assessed cases also reviewed waste
logs for cost of disposal, covered their disposal area, trained employees to
identify hazardous materials and encouraged ideas for substitution, and
took actions to reduce hazardous materials.
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11-5 PAINT & PAINT THINNERS Paint has come under increasing
scrutiny for impacts to the environment, especially air quality. Growers
who farm 98% of assessed acres and vintners who produce nearly 100%
of assessed cases only purchased paints and thinners in needed quantities.
Growers who farm 51% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 83% of
assessed cases stored paints and thinners in a centralized location. Growers
who farm 45% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 60% of assessed
cases also reused clear thinner after paint settled out and disposed of used
paint containers and thinner as hazardous waste. Growers who farm 6% of
assessed acres and vintners who produce 23% of assessed cases also used
low-VOC paint, monitored and recorded the total volume used, disposed
of dry paint containers in solid waste containers, and trained employees in
solvent safety and clean-up and disposal methods. Growers who farm 3% of
assessed acres also used materials that do not require painting 		
when possible.
11-6 AEROSOL CANS The technology used in aerosol cans was
developed for easy use and convenience. Since their introduction, science
has shown that this technology can also be a pollution source. Growers
who farm 67% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 92% of assessed
cases disposed of non-empty aerosol cans containing ignitable, corrosive,
toxic, or reactive substances in hazardous waste containers and disposed
of empty cans in recycling containers or appropriate waste containers.
Growers who farm 17% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 37%
of assessed cases also considered use of refillable dispensers. Growers who
farm 3% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 9% of assessed cases
used refillable dispensers and alternative substances, as well as trained
employees to segregate aerosol cans appropriately. Growers who farm 27%
of assessed acres and vintners who produce 8% of assessed cases stored
cans in various locations and disposed of cans in appropriate 			
waste containers.
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11-7 PROTECTION OF STORM WATER AND PROCESS
WASTEWATER Keeping hazardous waste away from storm drains is
critical to protecting water sources. Growers who farm 99% of assessed
acres and vintners who produce nearly 100% of assessed cases stored
hazardous materials and waste away from storm drains. Growers who farm
57% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 71% of assessed cases
cleaned major equipment and tools in an area that drained process water to
an appropriate disposal site. Growers who farm 16% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 22% of assessed cases also stored all liquid hazardous
waste in secondary containment and developed Best Management Practices
for process wastewater that includes storm water protection. Growers
who farm 6% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 16% of assessed
cases stored all liquid hazardous waste in secondary containment that was
regularly inspected and documented, had outside berms for all hazardous
storage areas, and trained management and staff in spill prevention, cleanup and Best Management Practices for process wastewater. Growers who
farm 42% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 29% of assessed
cases cleaned equipment and tools outdoors.
11-8 FUEL STORAGE — ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANKS
(ASTS) OR PORTABLE TANKS Growers and vintners must implement
practices to ensure that any fuel spilled is contained on site so that it can
be cleaned up and disposed of properly. Growers who farm 95% of assessed
acres and vintners who produce 82% of assessed cases knew the locations
of all fuel tanks and had spill clean-up supplies easily accessible. Growers
who farm 86% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 76% of assessed
cases also knew the size of all tanks, recorded the amount of fuel used,
regularly inspected the fueling area and nozzles, and had a positive shut-off
nozzle. Growers who farm 32% of assessed acres and vintners who produce
46% of assessed cases also tracked the amount of fuel used, kept the tanks
on a concrete pad, recorded inspection findings, trained employees on fuel
handing, spill prevention and clean-up, and posted signs about fueling
safety procedures. Growers who farm 5% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce 3% of assessed cases also posted bilingual safety procedure
signs.
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11-9 WINERY SANITATION SUPPLIES Since some sanitation supplies
used to clean the winery are potentially hazardous, it is important for
vintners to know the characteristics of the products they use the in the
facility. Vintners who produce nearly 100% of assessed cases considered
sanitation supplies as a potential source of hazardous or toxic materials
and read product labels before products were purchased or used. Vintners
who produce 99% of assessed cases also conducted research into low-or
non-toxic products. Vintners who produce 50% of assessed cases reviewed
materials for green chemistry alternatives and included sanitation supply
handling in employee training. Vintners who produce 3% of assessed
cases also used two or more low-or-non-toxic products, included employee
training on sanitation supplies as part of a comprehensive pollution
prevention program, and got information on ingredients from product
customer service.

CHAPTER 11 | MATERIAL HANDLING
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California has some of the best recycling infrastructure
available to businesses of any state in the country. This makes
it easier for vintners to reduce the amount of material going
into the landfill because much of the solid waste generated at
the winery (cardboard, paper, metal, glass and plastic) can be
collected and reused or recycled.
Assessing the amount of product purchased that ends up
in the dumpster is the first step to reducing and managing
solid waste. Many supplies that are purchased also come
with excessive packaging that requires an additional disposal
cost. Knowing the full cost of the packaging associated with
each purchased product, including disposal costs, is therefore
another important aspect to an effective strategy for reducing
solid waste.
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Wineries can work with suppliers to reduce the amount of
packaging that comes with purchased materials and supplies.
Their suppliers can help develop systems for reusable
containers, recyclable packaging, or reprocessing of waste
material. By working with suppliers, wineries are reducing the
amount of waste going to landfill, which is discussed in greater
detail in Chapter 13 - Environmentally Preferred Purchasing.
Employees are at the heart of a successful waste reduction
and recycling program. Investing time to educate and train
all staff members to identify, separate and recycle materials at
the winery will save the company money and encourage more
recycling in the broader community.
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64% OF VINTNERS
SEPARATED
RECYCLABLE
GLASS AND HAD
DESIGNATED
RECYCLING BINS AT
THEIR FACILITIES
TO MINIMIZE
MATERIAL SENT TO
LANDFILL
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BENCHMARK DATA | CHAPTER 12
CASES

12-1 PLANNING, MONITORING, GOALS AND RESULTS Before
investing resources to reduce the amount of discarded materials, a winery
needs to assess the amount of solid waste that it generates and use this
information for strategic planning. Vintners who produce 78% of assessed
cases conducted a solid waste audit within the last 5 years and monitored
the total solid waste generation throughout the year. Information about
reducing, reusing, and recycling solid waste was made easily accessible
to all employees for 58% of assessed cases. Vintners who produce 20% of
assessed cases used the audit results to make decisions on procurement,
inventory procedures, production, packaging, and employee training, set
yearly goals for overall solid waste reduction and diversion, monitored and
recorded solid waste and recycled waste, and included reducing, reusing,
and recycling information in employee training. Vintners who produce 13%
of assessed cases also shared monitoring information with employees and
made training available in Spanish.
12-2 POMACE AND LEES The crush operations during harvest generate
a lot of organic matter in the form of pomace and lees that can be thought
of as either a “resource” or “waste.” Vintners who produce 45% of assessed
cases considered pomace and lees “high value” resources or conducted
assessments to identify priority byproducts, and composted the material
on-site and/or recovered at least one byproduct. Vintners who produce 9%
of assessed cases considered pomace and lees “medium value” resources,
composted on-site or had a composting company remove the material and
deliver compost in the spring, and conducted research into technologies
that extract added-value materials. Vintners who produce 28% of assessed
cases considered pomace and lees “low value” resources and either applied
it directly to vineyards and landscaping or hauled the material off-site for
use as animal feed or compost for other agricultural operations. Pomace
and lees were considered to be “no value” resources and were disposed of
for 12% of assessed cases.
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12-3 DIATOMACEOUS EARTH (DE) Diatomaceous Earth (DE) is
used to filter wine and is part of the waste stream for some wineries. DE
cakes were incorporated into compost operations for 77% of assessed cases.
Vintners who produce 31% of assessed cases knew and tracked the amount
of DE used yearly, implemented alternative DE unloading and conveying
technology, tested one alternative filtration technology, and optimized
DE filtration through employee training. Vintners who produce 20% of
assessed cases knew the amount of DE used yearly, researched alternative
loading and unloading technologies and alternative filtration, or visited a
facility using alternative filtration. Vintners who produce 26% of assessed
cases estimated the amount of DE used yearly, and vintners who produce
6% of assessed cases did not know the amount used and threw DE cakes in
the trash.
12-4 PLATE AND FRAME FILTERS Plate and frame filters are also
used to filter wine, although vintners who produce 48% of assessed cases
do not use them. Vintners who produce 47% of assessed cases researched
alternatives to plate and frame filter media disposal. Vintners who produce
4% of assessed cases also contacted or visited a facility implementing
alternative disposal practices or applied slit filters to landscaping. Vintners
who produce 11% of assessed cases either disposed of plate and frame filters
in a solid waste container or contacted a facility implementing alternative
disposal methods. Plate and frame filters were disposed of in a solid waste
container for 37% of assessed cases.
12-5 COOPERAGE Keeping track of the history and condition of barrels
is important to reduce leakage and keep the barrels in use for as long as
possible. Used barrels were sold or recycled for 39% of assessed cases.
Vintners who produce 5% of assessed cases also barcoded the barrels to
track age, tracked the percentage of sustainably harvested wood used, and
may have donated used barrels to the community. Vintners who produce
9% of assessed cases had a formal barrel tracking system in place that
tracked barrel history and determined the percentage of barrels made from
sustainably harvested wood. Vintners who produce 25% of assessed cases
had an informal system for tracking barrels and made inquiries into the
use of sustainability harvested wood. Barrels were not used for 58% of
assessed cases.
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12-6 GLASS Wineries recycle the glass from their bottling operations.
Vintners who produce nearly 100% of assessed cases separated glass into
recyclable glass and non-recyclable lab glass (Pyrex), and disposed of nonrecyclable lab glass in a solid waste container. Vintners who produce 63%
of assessed cases also placed recyclable glass in recycling containers in a
designated location, evaluated bottling operations for opportunities to
reduce bottle waste, and recorded and tracked bottle breakage rates (on
delivery and on bottling line). Breakage data was used to implement a
breakage reduction strategy for 20% of assessed cases.

12-7 CARDBOARD Cardboard can best be reduced by reusing it for
shipping or by working with suppliers to take it back. Cardboard was
recycled in a designated recycling container for nearly 100% of assessed
cases. Vintners who produce 65% of assessed cases knew the amount of
cardboard recycled and the major sources of cardboard coming to the
winery. Vintners who produce 48% of assessed cases also contacted major
cardboard suppliers about their cardboard use, while vintners who produce
17% of assessed cases got one major supplier to agree to reduce their use
of cardboard or take it back for reuse, as well as tracked information to
evaluate alternative recycling programs.
12-8 PAPER Recycling paper used at the winery is another way to reduce
waste. Vintners who produce 73% of assessed cases recycled paper in a
designated recycling container. Vintners who produce 14% of assessed cases
also knew the amount of paper recycled and had paper reduction practices
in place such as defaulting printers to double-sided or using electronic
documents. Paper was disposed of in a solid waste container for 27% of
assessed cases.

12-9 PLASTIC Plastic material is much more difficult to recycle. Vintners
who produce 48% of assessed cases recycled plastic in designated recycling
containers and knew the major sources of plastic coming into the winery.
Vintners who produce 47% of assessed cases also investigated vendors
who specialize in plastic recycling. Vintners who produce 1% of assessed
cases got one major supplier to agree to reduce their use of plastic or take
it back, as well as contracted with at least one vendor specializing in plastic
reuse or recycling. Vintners who produce 33% of assessed cases estimated
the amount of plastic discarded. Plastic was disposed of in the solid waste
container for 52% of assessed cases.
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12-10 PACKAGING — INCOMING AND OUTGOING To reduce
the amount of packaging that ends up as solid waste, the winery must
know what is coming into the facility and what is going out. Vintners who
produce 30% of assessed cases separated packaging and recycled it in
designated recycling containers or the contract shipper only used recyclable
packaging material, as well as knew the amount of packaging recycled
and the major sources of packaging coming to the winery. Vintners who
produce 25% of assessed cases also used alternative packaging materials
when shipping products and investigated vendors that specialize in
packaging recycling. Vintners who produce 5% of assessed cases used
recyclable packaging materials whenever possible when shipping products,
got one major supplier to reduce their use of packaging or take it back,
and contracted with at least one vendor specializing in packaging reuse
or recycling. Vintners who produce 27% of assessed cases estimated the
amount for packaging discarded or their contract shipper accepted used
packaging material. Packaging was disposed of in a solid waste container
for 69% of assessed cases.
12-11 METALS Scrap metal can be generated in several locations around
a winery. To efficiently recycle metal, all employees must know what can be
recycled and where they should store the material. Metals were separated
from the waste stream for reuse or recycling for nearly 100% of assessed
cases. Vintners who produce 69% of assessed cases also placed recycling
containers close to points of material generation and discard for ease
of reuse or recycling, as well as included metals recycling information
in employee training. Vintners who produce 56% of assessed cases only
disposed of small pieces of scrap metal in the solid waste containers.
Vintners who produce 13% of assessed cases disposed of no metals in solid
waste containers and included employee training in Spanish if appropriate.
12-12 NATURAL CORK Natural cork is a renewable resource with
declining availability. Alternative reuse and recycling examples do exist, but
the primary challenge for wineries is to keep the cork out of the solid waste
stream. Vintners who produce 56% of assessed cases made containers
available in the tasting room and bottling room to recycle cork, separated
cork out of the solid waste stream, and disposed of very little cork in solid
waste containers. Vintners who produce 7% of assessed cases also selected
an alternative to cork disposal and determined the percentage of corks
made from sustainably harvested material. Vintners who produce 13% of
assessed cases implemented alternatives to cork disposal, included cork
recycling as part of employee training, posted signs about cork recycling
in tasting and bottling rooms, and did not dispose of any cork in the solid
waste stream. Cork was disposed of in the solid waste stream for 25% of
assessed cases.
CHAPTER 12 | SOLID WASTE REDUCTION AND MANAGEMENT
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12-13 PALLETS, WOOD PACKAGING, BINS, ETC. In addition to
barrels, wood comes to the winery in the form of pallets and bins. Much of
the material can be repaired and reused, and once the useful life is spent
these materials can be recycled. Vintners who produce 99% of assessed
cases repaired and reused pallets whenever possible, stacked and stored
unused pallets for vendor pickup, and knew the major sources of pallets
coming to the winery. Vintners who produce 49% of assessed cases repaired
all broken pallets, convinced one major source to take back pallets, included
pallet reuse and recycling in employee training, and disposed of no pallets
in in solid waste containers. Vintners who produce 27% of assessed cases
also covered the stored pallets, sent unusable pallets to a biomass waste-toenergy system, and posted signs in the shipping and receiving room about
pallet reuse. Some broken pallets were disposed of in solid waste containers
or recycled locally for 50% of assessed cases, and all pallets were disposed
of in solid waste containers for 1% of assessed cases.
12-14 CAPSULES Some types of capsules can be recycled, and to do so
requires understanding the various materials that make up the capsule
and organizing the operations to include recycling options. Aluminum
capsules were separated and recycled for 42% of assessed cases. Vintners
who produce 15% of assessed cases also separated all capsules out of the
solid waste stream, trained employees in capsule recycling, made containers
available in the tasting and bottling rooms for capsules, and investigated
vendors that specialize in capsule recycling. Vintners who produce 2% of
assessed cases posted signs in tasting and bottling rooms about capsule
recycling, contacted at least one vendor about capsule take back, and did
not dispose of any capsule material in the solid waste stream. Vintners
who produce 20% of assessed cases disposed of all capsules in the solid
waste stream. Capsules were not used by vintners that produce 38% of
assessed cases.
12-15 LANDSCAPE RESIDUALS In addition to the pomace and lees,
wineries generate organic material from the residuals from their landscape
care and maintenance. Vintners who produce 59% of assessed cases
chipped the landscape residuals before leaving them on the ground to
naturally decompose, composted some of the residuals, and did not put
any residuals into the solid waste containers. Vintners who produce 44% of
assessed cases also chipped the residuals before composting. Vintners who
produce 39% of assessed cases left some of the landscape residuals on the
ground to naturally decompose without chipping. Vintners who produce
2% of assessed cases disposed of all landscape residuals into the solid
waste containers.
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12-16 FOOD WASTE Many wineries have locations on-site where
employees can enjoy food and beverages during their breaks. Vintners
who produce 13% of assessed cases separated all food waste and utensils
out of the solid waste stream for composting or recycling, and designated
a worker to ensure waste was placed in appropriate containers. Vintners
who produce 5% of assessed cases also used food utensils and plates made
of recycled content or biodegradable plastics, and made reduce, reuse and
recycle information a part of employee training. Vintners who produce 2%
of assessed cases also made information available in Spanish. Vintners who
produce 87% of assessed cases disposed of all food and beverage waste in
the solid waste container.
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Participating in recycling efforts and reusing materials whenever possible
are simple steps in helping to reduce the amount of solid waste going
to landfills every day, but this is only part of the cycle. Being aware of
the material that is purchased for use in the vineyard or winery helps
“close the loop” and increases the market for products made of recycled
content. One of the primary ways this can be accomplished is through
Environmentally Preferable Purchasing (EPP). EPP is a process for
selecting products or services that have a reduced effect on human health
and the environment when compared with competing products or services
that serve the same purpose. The first step in an EPP program is to
screen products and services for their relative beneficial environmental
attributes (such as recycled content and energy efficiency) as well as
potential adverse environmental and human health impacts. While the
review process requires an investment of time, vendors and suppliers
should be called upon to assist in the process by providing information on
the environmental attributes of their products and services. If they don’t
know, or don’t seem very interested in making that information available,
it is wise to consider seeking suppliers who will support the EPP efforts of
the enterprise.
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13-1 PLANNING, MONITORING, GOALS & RESULTS Defining a
purchasing policy that includes sustainability elements is a key way to begin
an EPP program. Growers who farm 76% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce 91% of assessed cases made purchasing decisions based on
defined supplier criteria, included environmental considerations in some
purchasing decisions, and undertook research into alternative materials
and products. Growers who farm 13% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 8% of assessed cases based purchasing decisions on defined
supplier criteria that included environmental attributes, had a written
purchasing policy that included specific environmental standards, included
environmental considerations in most purchasing decisions, researched
alternative materials and the environmental impact of products, and
established goals to increase the purchase of environmentally preferable
products. Growers who farm 3% of assessed acres also had the written
purchasing policy approved by an owner/manager, reviewed goals annually,
considered alternative materials and products, and evaluated service
providers against comprehensive environmental criteria. Purchasing
decisions were primarily based on lowest cost and the overall purchasing
policy was informal for 11% of assessed acres and 1% of assessed cases.
13-2 SERVICE PROVIDERS Many wineries use service providers that
can deliver needed services in a high quality manner. Vintners who produce
99% of assessed cases considered quality, dependability, and lowest price
as the primary factors in awarding service. Vintners who produce 89% of
assessed cases asked at least some service providers about environmental
practices and included environmental considerations in at least some
requirements for services. Vintners who produce 10% of assessed cases
evaluated some service providers on environmental practices and mandated
specific environmental standards and practices for some services. Vintners
who produce 1% of assessed cases also prioritized service providers who
demonstrated environmental awareness or hired service providers who
attained voluntary certification or recognition of environmental practices,
evaluated all service providers on environmental practices, and mandated
specific environmental standards for services.
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13-3 VINEYARD SUPPLIES By focusing purchasing power on
environmentally sound supplies, demand for these types of products can
help drive suppliers to offer more of these kinds of products. Quality,
dependability, and lowest cost were the primary purchasing factors
for vineyard supplies, such as trellis and irrigation systems, on 80% of
assessed acres. Growers who farm 45% of assessed acres also asked some
vendors about environmental attributes of products, and included some
environmental considerations when making purchases. Growers who farm
20% of assessed acres considered environmental attributes as another
primary factor (in addition to quality, dependability, and cost) when
purchasing vineyard supplies, considered vendors who demonstrated
environmental awareness, evaluated vendors and vineyard supplies on
their environmental attributes, and had some specified environmental
requirements for purchases. Growers who farm 3% of assessed acres had
a company-wide EPP program, used only vendors who demonstrated
environmental awareness and sold environmentally friendly products (if
available) or used vendors with voluntary certification or recognition of
environmental practices, specified environmental requirements on most
vineyard supplies orders, and used vendor and product evaluation in future
contract negotiations.
13-4 VEHICLES Vehicle selection can be a form of environmental
protection since new vehicles have greatly reduced emissions and can be
more fuel efficient. Quality, dependability, and lowest cost were considered
the primary purchasing factors for vehicles on 75% of assessed acres and
48% of assessed cases. Growers who farm 65% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 33% of assessed cases also asked some vendors about
environmental attributes of vehicles, and included some environmental
considerations when purchasing vehicles. Growers who farm 25% of
assessed acres and vintners who produce 51% of assessed cases considered
environmental attributes another primary factor (in addition to quality,
dependability, and cost) when purchasing vehicles, considered vendors who
demonstrated environmental awareness, evaluated vendors and vehicles
on their environmental attributes, and had some specified environmental
requirements for purchases. Growers who farm 7% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 4% of assessed cases had a company-wide EPP
program, used only vendors who demonstrated environmental awareness
and sold environmentally friendly products (if available) or used vendors
with voluntary certification or recognition of environmental practices,
specified environmental requirements on most vehicle orders, and used
vendor and product evaluation in future contract negotiations.
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13-5 VEHICLES MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS Using products
with recycled content and finding service providers that incorporate
environmental considerations into their vehicle maintenance business
are important EPP considerations. Quality, dependability, and lowest cost
were considered the primary purchasing factors for vehicle maintenance
products on 88% of assessed acres and 98% of assessed cases. Growers
who farm 48% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 74% of assessed
cases also asked some vendors about environmental attributes of vehicle
maintenance products, and included some environmental considerations
when purchasing products. Growers who farm 12% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 1% of assessed cases considered environmental
attributes another primary factor (in addition to quality, dependability,
and cost) when purchasing vehicle maintenance products, considered
vendors who demonstrated environmental awareness, evaluated vendors
and vehicle maintenance products on their environmental attributes, and
had some specified environmental requirements for purchases. Growers
who farm 3% of assessed acres had a company-wide EPP program, used
only vendors who demonstrated environmental awareness and sold
environmentally friendly products (if available) or used vendors with
voluntary certification or recognition of environmental practices, specified
environmental requirements on most vehicle maintenance product orders,
and used vendor and product evaluation in future contract negotiations.
13-6 OFFICE EQUIPMENT The office is another place where
environmental considerations can be integrated into purchasing decisions.
Quality, dependability, and lowest cost were considered the primary
purchasing factors for office equipment on 82% of assessed acres and
95% of assessed cases. Growers who farm 46% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 83% of assessed cases also asked some vendors
about environmental attributes of office supplies, and included some
environmental considerations when purchasing office supplies. Growers
who farm 16% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 5% of assessed
cases considered environmental attributes another primary factor (in
addition to quality, dependability, and cost) when purchasing office
supplies, considered vendors who demonstrated environmental awareness,
evaluated vendors and office supplies on their environmental attributes,
and had some specified environmental requirements for purchases.
Growers who farm 3% of assessed acres had a company-wide EPP program,
used only vendors who demonstrated environmental awareness and sold
environmentally friendly products (if available) or used vendors with
voluntary certification or recognition of environmental practices, specified
environmental requirements on most office supplies orders, and used
vendor and product evaluation in future contract negotiations.
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13-7 WINE CONTAINERS Making sure that wine container vendors
are implementing specific environmental qualities into their operations
requires establishing a dialogue with vendors. Quality, dependability, and
lowest cost were considered the primary purchasing factors for containers
for 75% of assessed cases. Vintners who produce 64% of assessed cases
also asked some container vendors about their environmental attributes
and included some environmental considerations in the container
requirements. Vintners who produce 24% of assessed cases considered
environmental attributes another primary factor (in addition to quality,
dependability, and cost) when purchasing wine containers, considered
container vendors that demonstrated environmental awareness, evaluated
container vendors on their products’ environmental attributes, evaluated
the environmental attributes of the containers, and specified environmental
requirements on some orders.
13-8 CLOSURES Developing relationships with closure vendors helps
educate more people working with wineries about the environmental
considerations of producing closures. Quality, dependability, and lowest
cost were considered the primary purchasing factors for closures for 45%
of assessed cases. Vintners who produce 26% of assessed cases asked
some closure vendors about their products’ environmental attributes
and included some environmental considerations in the container
requirements. Vintners who produce 54% of assessed cases considered
environmental attributes another primary factor (in addition to quality,
dependability, and cost) when purchasing closures, considered closure
vendors that demonstrated environmental awareness, evaluated closure
vendors on their products’ environmental attributes, evaluated the
environmental attributes of the closures, and specified environmental
requirements on some orders. Vintners who produce 1% of assessed
cases also had a company-wide EPP program, used only vendors who
demonstrated environmental awareness and sold environmentally
friendly products (if available) or used vendors with voluntary certification
or recognition of environmental practices, specified environmental
requirements on most orders, and used vendor and product evaluation in
future contract negotiations.
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13-9 CAPSULES There are several different types of capsules on
the market and checking the environmental considerations of each of
them can help a winery select the best one for their purposes. Quality,
dependability, and lowest cost were considered the primary purchasing
factors for closures for 82% of assessed cases. Vintners who produce 61%
of assessed cases also asked some capsule vendors about their products’
environmental attributes and included some environmental considerations
in the capsule requirements. Vintners who produce 17% of assessed cases
considered environmental attributes another primary factor (in addition
to quality, dependability, and cost) when purchasing capsules, considered
capsule vendors that demonstrated environmental awareness, evaluated
capsule vendors on their products’ environmental attributes, evaluated
the environmental attributes of the capsules, and specified environmental
requirements on some orders.
13-10 BOXES While cardboard is fairly easy to recycle, wineries can
reduce the amount of time and energy they expend on recycling cardboard
by working to reduce the amount coming to the winery in the first place.
Quality, dependability, and lowest cost were considered the primary
purchasing factors for boxes for 78% of assessed cases. Vintners who
produce 67% of assessed cases also asked some box vendors about their
products’ environmental attributes and included some environmental
considerations in the box requirements. Vintners who produce 21% of
assessed cases considered environmental attributes another primary factor
(in addition to quality, dependability, and cost) when purchasing boxes,
considered box vendors that demonstrated environmental awareness,
evaluated box vendors on their products’ environmental attributes,
evaluated the environmental attributes of the boxes, and specified
environmental requirements on some orders. Vintners who produce 1% of
assessed cases also had a company-wide EPP program, used only vendors
who demonstrated environmental awareness and sold environmentally
friendly products (if available) or used vendors with voluntary certification
or recognition of environmental practices, specified environmental
requirements on most orders, and used vendor and product evaluation in
future contract negotiations.
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13-11 WINERY EQUIPMENT A good time for vintners to make
environmentally conscious changes is when their plant equipment needs
to be replaced or changed out. Quality, dependability, and lowest cost were
considered the primary purchasing factors for winery equipment for 95%
of assessed cases. Vintners who produce 85% of assessed cases also asked
some equipment vendors about their products’ environmental attributes
and included some environmental considerations in the equipment
requirements. Vintners who produce 5% of assessed cases considered
environmental attributes another primary factor (in addition to quality,
dependability, and cost) when purchasing winery equipment, considered
equipment vendors that demonstrated environmental awareness,
evaluated equipment vendors on their products’ environmental attributes,
evaluated the environmental attributes of the equipment, and specified
environmental requirements on some orders.
13-12 PAPER Closing the loop on paper is one of the easiest steps a winery
can take to become more sustainable. Quality, dependability, and lowest
cost were considered the primary purchasing factors for paper for 85%
of assessed cases. Vintners who produce 68% of assessed cases also asked
some paper vendors about their products’ environmental attributes and
included some environmental considerations in the paper requirements.
Vintners who produce 15% of assessed cases considered environmental
attributes another primary factor (in addition to quality, dependability, and
cost) when purchasing paper, considered paper vendors that demonstrated
environmental awareness, evaluated paper vendors on their products’
environmental attributes, evaluated the environmental attributes of paper,
and specified environmental requirements on some orders. Vintners who
produce 1% of assessed cases also had a company-wide EPP program,
used only vendors who demonstrated environmental awareness and sold
environmentally friendly products (if available) or used vendors with
voluntary certification or recognition of environmental practices, specified
environmental requirements on most orders, and used vendor and product
evaluation in future contract negotiations.
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13-13 CLEANING SUPPLIES Taking care of the people at the winery and
the environment around the facility is dependent in part on the materials
and supplies that were brought into the facility. Quality, dependability,
and lowest cost are considered the primary purchasing factors for
cleaning supplies for 41% of assessed cases. Vintners who produce 25%
of assessed cases also asked some cleaning supplies vendors about their
products’ environmental attributes and included some environmental
considerations in cleaning supplies requirements. Vintners who produce
59% of assessed cases considered environmental attributes another primary
factor (in addition to quality, dependability, and cost) when purchasing
cleaning supplies, considered cleaning supplies vendors that demonstrated
environmental awareness, evaluated cleaning supplies vendors on their
products’ environmental attributes, evaluated the environmental attributes
of cleaning supplies, and specified environmental requirements on some
orders. Vintners who produce 1% of assessed cases also had a companywide EPP program, used only vendors who demonstrated environmental
awareness and sold environmentally friendly products (if available) or
used vendors with voluntary certification or recognition of environmental
practices, specified environmental requirements on most orders, and used
vendor and product evaluation in future contract negotiations.
13-14 PACKAGING FROM SUPPLIERS Packaging from suppliers
is one form of excess material that usually ends up in the local landfill.
Some wineries are addressing this issue by working directly with main
suppliers, or reusing the material for their own packing needs. Vintners
who produce 72% of assessed cases asked some suppliers about their
packaging, considered the amount of packaging used by major suppliers in
purchasing decisions, and included some environmental requirements for
suppliers. Vintners who produce 8% of assessed cases used the amount of
packaging from suppliers as a major consideration in purchasing decisions,
required most major suppliers to demonstrate that their packaging material
is environmentally responsible, and mandated specific environmental
requirements to suppliers. Packaging used by suppliers is not considered in
purchasing decisions for 20% of assessed cases.
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13-15 PACKAGING TO CUSTOMERS The other side of the packaging
cycle is the amount of packaging used at the winery to ship wine. Vintners
who produced 26% of assessed cases asked packaging material suppliers
about their environmental attributes, included some environmental
considerations in their orders, and sometimes reused packaging material
from suppliers. Vintners who produce 9% of assessed cases preferred
packaging material suppliers that demonstrate environmental awareness,
evaluated packaging material vendors on their products environmental
attributes, mandated specific environmental attributes for the packaging,
reused packaging material at the winery when possible, and had packaging
material orders that specified some environmental attributes to be
met. Quality, dependability, and lowest cost are considered the primary
purchasing factors for packaging for 38% of assessed cases. Vintners who
produce 53% of assessed cases do not direct ship to customers.
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The effective management of human resources (HR) is a key component
to the sustainability of any organization. Attracting and retaining an
excellent workforce in vineyard and winery operations can improve
productivity, profitability and therefore, sustainability. Job creation and
employee professional development strengthen and enhance the quality of
life in local communities. Providing training focused on the conservation
of natural resources – such as programs targeting water conservation,
energy efficiency, and recycling – is not only critical to an operation’s
bottom line, but also to a community’s ability to achieve tangible
environmental results.
Many vineyard and winery operations are already implementing human
resource best practices, resulting in higher levels of employee productivity
and satisfaction. California also has a strong regulatory framework for
human resources and worker health and safety, with which California
vineyard and winery operations must comply. By hiring, developing,
managing, and rewarding employees in the appropriate manner, the
California wine community can create a competitive advantage that will
help sustain and improve productivity, efficiency, and innovation.
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14-1 HR PLANNING AND GOALS In a state known for stringent human
resources laws and regulations, it is critical for growers and vintners to
stay up-to-date with changes to remain in compliance. Growers who farm
99% of assessed acres and vintners who produce nearly 100% of assessed
cases had an established means or process for staying aware of human
resources legal requirements. Growers who farm 22% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 3% of assessed cases started to develop an HR plan
addressing business needs. Growers who farm 74% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 97% of assessed cases implemented a comprehensive
HR plan covering topics such as staffing and recruitment, training and
development, employee relations, compensation and benefits, and recordkeeping. The HR plans for 34% of assessed acres and 49% of assessed
cases also established and monitored employee goals such as retention and
training, and goals were used to refine HR policies and practices for 		
the organizations.
14-2 STAFFING AND RECRUITING STRATEGY A staff recruitment
strategy is critical to identifying and attracting effective employees who
can also embrace the concept and commitment of sustainability. Growers
who farm 99% of assessed acres and vintners who produce nearly 100%
of assessed cases had at least an informal method of staffing and checked
for state license requirements when hiring contract labor. Growers who
farm 90% of assessed acres and vintners who produce nearly 100% of
assessed cases had a staffing strategy that analyzed future staffing needs
and evaluated recruiting methods to ensure they were effective. Growers
who farm 69% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 98% of
assessed cases also had a written job description for each job or job family.
In addition, growers who farm 24% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 49% of assessed cases reviewed written job descriptions every
1-2 years or when an opening occurred, leveraged the reputation of their
organization and sustainability measures in the recruitment process, and
tracked results of each recruiting method to calculate the cost/benefit.
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14-3 INTERVIEWING PROCESS Once a potential candidate is
identified, they must be engaged in a conversation to fully determine
if they have the required skills for the position and if they “fit” into the
culture of the organization. Growers who farm 90% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce nearly 100% of assessed cases had an interviewing
process that required the submission of a job application or resume, and
conducted interviews that involved a set of specific questions design to
ensure qualifications were met for each positons. Growers who farm 63%
of assessed acres and vintners who produce 93% of assessed cases also
provided applicants with information about the company, performance
expectations, and other essential details of the job. Growers who farm
15% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 52% of assessed cases
also included questions in the interview designed to assess the candidate’s
fit for company culture and sustainability values, and formally scored the
interviews to evaluate knowledge and skills objectively. Growers who farm
10% of assessed acres held an informal interviewing process.
14-4 EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION An employee orientation for new
employees helps define the job responsibilities. The incorporation of
sustainable practices in this orientation reinforces the importance of
sustainability for the new hire and strengthens the company culture of
sustainability. Growers who farm 90% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 99% of assessed cases provided an orientation program for new
employees that included written documentation of company policies, job
expectations, and terms of employment. Growers who farm 57% of assessed
acres and vintners who produce 91% of assessed cases also gave employees
a handbook containing the aforementioned information, gave an overview
and/or tour of the company’s purpose, operations, culture and sustainability
practices, and required that employees signed off to verify receipt of the
information. Growers who farm 21% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 54% of assessed cases also included information on the company’s
sustainability policies and/or practices in the handbook, and included one
or more best practices in the orientation program. Growers who farm 9%
of assessed acres and vintners who produce 1% of assessed cases held an
employee orientation process that consisted of verbal communication of job
expectations and company policies.
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14-5 SAFETY TRAINING While safety is a regulatory issue,
understanding the importance of safety and going beyond the minimum
requirements is an indicator of sustainability. Growers who farm 91%
of assessed acres and vintners who farm nearly 100% of assessed cases
conducted employee and safety training meetings at least quarterly,
and conducted safety audits, investigations, tailgate trainings and task
assignments as needed or when conditions changed. These growers and
vintners also documented safety training session dates and solicited and
incorporated employee feedback when appropriate. Safety statistics (e.g.
lost-time accidents) were established and tracked for the employees of
62% of assessed acres and 96% of assessed cases. Growers who farm 6%
of assessed acres conducted employee safety and training meetings at least
annually (unless required more often by law), and conducted safety audits
and investigations as needed. Growers who farm 2% of assessed acres
regularly ensured safety training complied with local, state, and 		
federal requirements.
14-6 CONTINUING EDUCATION, TRAINING AND
DEVELOPMENT Professional training and development requires a
commitment to education, awareness building and a company investment
in employees. Growers who farm 89% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 91% of assessed cases evaluated training needs and either were
aware of outside training opportunities or developed in-house training to
meet needs, encouraged employees to attend training, seminars, or other
education events that could enhance their understanding and skills in the
workplace, and covered training costs for some employees (if applicable).
Growers who farm 46% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 51% of
assessed cases also encouraged employees to attend training on sustainable
practices and had training plans and goals that incorporate sustainability
policies and practices. Growers and vintners who farm 9% of assessed acres
and cases, respectively, were aware of available training opportunities for
employees, gave employees the opportunity to attend training, and may
have approved paid time to attend appropriate training, seminars, or other
education events. For 1% of assessed acres, employees attended trainings
and educational events on their own time.
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14-7 INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE AND PARTICIPATION Staying
informed about the industry and participating in industry associations is
a great way for growers and vintners to stay aware of important industry
issues and trends. Growers who farm 99% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce nearly 100% of assessed cases had management and staff
that stayed informed on key industry issues via trade journals, newspapers,
association newsletters or meetings. Growers who farm 9% of assessed
acres also occasionally participated in grower and/or vintner associations or
other industry-related organizations to stay informed of industry issues and
trends. Growers who farm 90% of assessed acres and vintners who produce
nearly 100% of assessed cases actively participated in industry-related
associations and organizations, and growers who farm 74% of assessed
acres and vintners who produce 79% of assessed cases took on a leadership
role by actively participating on committees or boards. The management/
staff of 1% of assessed acres occasionally read industry publications.
14-8 PROMOTING SUSTAINABILITY IN THE
WORKPLACE Successfully implementing sustainability practices
requires a diverse group of employees and actively promoting sustainability
can help to integrate sustainability throughout an organization. Growers
who farm 27% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 22% of
assessed cases occasionally informed employees relevant to the successful
adoption and implementation of sustainability concepts and practices on
the vineyard and/or winery operations sustainability efforts. Growers who
farm 67% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 78% of assessed
cases regularly informed relevant employees on sustainability efforts,
and sought suggestions and ideas from employees to improve efficiency
and sustainability. Growers who farm 14% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce 50% of assessed cases also had a dedicated team focused on
implementing efficiency and sustainable practices or had an incentive,
bonus, or recognition program for outstanding contributions to increased
sustainability. Relevant employees for 6% of assessed acres were not
specifically informed on the vineyards sustainability efforts.
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14-9 EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE The ability of employees to
perform their job responsibilities effectively has a direct impact on an
organization’s bottom line and, ultimately, their sustainability. Growers
who farm 87% of assessed acres and vintners who produce nearly 100%
of assessed cases had an established process for assessing competency and
performance for employees. Growers who farm 74% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 89% of assessed cases also encouraged employees
to communicate to management and supervisors ideas and suggestions on
improving operations and efficiency. Growers who farm 38% of assessed
acres and vintners who produce 50% of assessed cases also used at least
two best practices in assessing competency of employees, and included
contributions towards sustainability goals as part of employee performance
reviews. Employees of 13% of assessed acres were informally assessed for
competency and performance.
14-10 COMPENSATION BENCHMARKING Ensuring that wages
are equitable helps to drive employee productivity, quality, loyalty, and
retention. Growers who farm 90% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 98% of assessed cases benchmarked compensation levels within
the industry and/or location using word-of-mouth or other informal
methods. Growers who farm 80% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 88% of assessed cases also reviewed employee compensation
packages to ensure it properly attracted and retained employees. Growers
who farm 57% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 72% of assessed
cases used salary survey information to benchmark compensation levels
within the industry and participated in salary surveys and/or tracked
employee retention. Compensation levels were not benchmarked for 8% of
assessed acres and 2% of assessed cases.
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Vintners and growers around the state are committed to being not only
good stewards of the land, but also good neighbors. Many owners and
employees live at or near their vineyards and wineries, and strive to
maintain a healthy and beautiful environment and vibrant communities
for their families, neighbors, and wine country visitors. Many of the
practices they use also provide ecosystems services that benefit the
environment (e.g., carbon sequestration, groundwater recharge), protect
wildlife habitat, and improve quality of life for the broader community.
In addition, as a signature product, California wine adds to the economic
vitality of diverse wine regions throughout the state, as well as to the
California and U.S. economies, through jobs, tourism, and taxes. Growers
and vintners are also active in their local communities, contributing time,
money, and wine to help neighbors and a wide variety of organizations
and institutions thrive.
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At the same time, California’s population growth and shifts from urban
to rural areas increase the potential for conflicts over land use, natural
resources, public services, and other neighbor and community issues. The
key to staying current with the pressing issues of the greater community
is to establish a dialogue with them. By understanding the concerns and
issues community members may have, growers and vintners will be better
able to proactively defuse potential conflicts. Two of the biggest barriers to
effective problem solving are a lack of communication and a profusion of
misinformation, which can be minimized through proactive interactions
with neighbors. Growers and vintners should be able to contact their
neighbors to explain a new procedure before it impacts them and
neighbors, in turn, should be able to contact growers and vintners if they
have a question or concern. In addition, time must be invested to research
local issues, learn and understand the various perspectives, and attend
meetings and workshops with community members to listen and ensure
that the grower and vintner perspectives are represented.
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15-1 NEIGHBORS AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS Maintaining
positive relationships with neighbors and the wider community is
important to both vineyard and winery operations. Growers who farm 97%
of assessed acres and vintners who produce nearly 100% of assessed cases
ensured that neighbors who could potentially be affected by operations
have appropriate contact information for the vineyard and/or winery, and
had a process in place for receiving, considering, and acting upon neighbor
and community comments, questions, and concerns. Growers who farm
67% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 65% of assessed cases
also made proactive efforts to foster good relations with neighbors and the
community and worked to promote a better understanding of the operation
and industry. Growers who farm 26% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 16% of assessed cases communicated to neighbors and community
about practices and sustainability commitment through website, tours,
etc. Contact information was not available for growers who farm 3% of
assessed acres.
15-2 AWARENESS OF POTENTIAL NEIGHBOR AND COMMUNITY
ISSUES Vineyards and/or winery operations may potentially create
neighbor and community issues such as an influx of traffic, impacts from
chemical use, and soil erosion. These issues vary based on region, size, and
scale of operations. Growers who farm nearly 100% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce nearly 100% of assessed cases knew the attitudes
and perceptions of neighbors on key issues involving the vineyard and/or
winery, and understood how vineyard and/or winery operations may have
affected neighbors and the community. Growers who farm 54% of assessed
acres and vintners who produce 66% of assessed cases also considered the
need to meet or communicate with neighbors and community stakeholders
to discuss potential issues. Growers who farm 26% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 18% of assessed cases met or communicated with
neighbors and community stakeholders to address issues and/or belonged
to an association that addresses local issues, and proactively worked to
minimize potentially significant neighbor or community issues.
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15-3 MITIGATION OF LIGHT, NOISE AND TRAFFIC
IMPACTS Light, noise and traffic created by winery operations can
potentially effect neighbors and the surrounding community. Vintners who
produce 90% of assessed cases were knowledgeable about the potential
effect of light, noise, and/or traffic on neighbors, and gave neighbors
appropriate contact information. Vintners who produce 44% of assessed
cases implemented mitigation options to reduce these issues, while those
who produce 46% of assessed cases researched mitigation options to reduce
impacts. Vintners who produce 30% of assessed cases regularly evaluated
and effectively implemented mitigation options, and met or communicated
with neighbors or community stakeholders to address issues. Vintners who
produce 10% of assessed cases responded not applicable, or information
not available.
15-4 AWARENESS OF COMMUNITY ISSUES THAT COULD
POTENTIALLY AFFECT A WINERY There are several community
issues that could potentially affect a winery operation, including the
accessibility of regional transportation, housing, education, and healthcare
services for employees, accessibility of transportation for visitors, and
supply of water to meet winery and community needs. Vintners who
produce nearly 100% of assessed cases understood that community issues
could potentially affect their winery. Vintners who produce 64% of assessed
cases attended appropriate community meetings and/or belonged to an
association that addresses community issues. Vintners who produce 24% of
assessed cases actively worked toward improvement of community issues
through volunteering, contributions, etc.
15-5 ARTS AND CULTURE (NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS,
CONCERTS, GALLERIES OR ART EXHIBITS, TASTINGS, OTHER
CULTURAL EVENTS, ETC.) Vineyard and winery organizations can
support their local community by getting involved in arts and culture
through non-profit organizations, concerts, galleries, art exhibits, tastings,
and other cultural events. Growers who farm 84% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 97% of assessed cases were involved in arts and
culture by volunteering and/or contributing staff time, or by donating
financial resources, wine, or other contributions to enhance arts and culture
in the community. Growers who farm 11% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce 3% of assessed cases were not active in contributing to arts
and culture in the community.
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15-6 COMMUNITY (E.G., POLICE AND FIRE DEPARTMENTS,
SCHOOLS, ROTARY CLUB, OR OTHER COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATIONS, ETC.) Contributing to organizations such as
police and fire departments, schools, or other community organizations
is another way winery and vineyard organizations can be involved
in their communities. Growers who farm 87% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 93% of assessed cases were involved in the local
community by volunteering and/or contributing staff time, or by donating
financial resources, wine, or other contributions to enhance community
organizations. Growers who farm 10% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 7% of assessed cases were not active in contributing to
community organizations.
15-7 ENVIRONMENT (E.G., ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS,
CLEAN-UPS, ETC.) Vineyards and wineries can also support
environmental stewardship in the community through engagement with
environmental organizations, habitat restoration, etc. Growers who farm
80% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 87% of assessed cases
were involved in community environmental stewardship by volunteering
and/or contributing staff time, or by donating financial resources, wine, or
other contributions to support the local environment. Growers who farm
17% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 13% of assessed cases were
not active in contributing to community environmental organizations.
15-8 WINE INDUSTRY RESEARCH Vineyard and winery operations
can become involved in wine industry research by supporting organizations
such as the American Vineyard Foundation, National Grape and Wine
Initiative, universities, etc. Growers who farm 90% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 96% of assessed cases were involved in wine industry
research by volunteering and/or contributing staff time, or by donating
financial resources, wine, or other contributions to support organizations
performing research. Growers who farm 6% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce 4% of assessed cases were not active in contributing to wine
industry research.
15-9 OTHER PHILANTHROPIC CAUSES Vineyard and winery
operations can be supportive of other philanthropic causes, not included
in the aforementioned areas. Growers who farm 77% of assessed acres
and vintners who produce 94% of assessed cases were involved in other
philanthropic causes by volunteering and/or contributing staff time, or
by donating financial resources, wine, or other contributions to support
organizations. Growers who farm 18% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce 6% of assessed cases were not active in supporting other
philanthropic causes.
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Because it is ubiquitously distributed and generally invisible, air is a
critical natural resource that is often taken for granted. Various activities
and an expanding human population in California and elsewhere are
increasing emissions to the atmosphere and taxing the air quality of
California. To address the increasing importance and scope of concerns
about air quality, it is important for everyone to take steps to reduce
emissions, and many California vineyards and wineries are implementing
measures to protect air quality.
Since agriculture constitutes only one source of the state’s air emissions
and the wine industry is only a fraction of the agricultural component,
emissions associated with each vineyard or winery may seem minimal.
However, a collective commitment by the winegrowing community to
limit emissions acknowledges that all efforts make a difference and moves
the dialogue beyond the narrow and reactive focus on individual sources,
impacts, and regulations. Through voluntary assessment and proactive
efforts to decrease emissions, cost-effective practices and technologies can
be identified and implemented, improving air quality while maintaining
the economic viability of this important business sector.
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16-1 PLANNING, MONITORING, GOALS & RESULTS Establishing
and implementing plans to measure and reduce problematic air emissions
is becoming increasingly important. Growers who farm 8% of assessed
acres and vintners who produce 3% of assessed cases knew the sources and
types of emissions associated with the vineyard or winery, were aware of
information resources, calculated annual energy-related and refrigerant
GHGs, made information available to employees, and developed a
documented air and climate protection plan. Of these, growers who farm
1% of assessed acres regularly used resources for air quality information,
tracked reductions against annual goals, and trained employees in air and
climate protection using written materials. Growers who farm 80% of
assessed acres and vintners who produce 96% of assessed cases were aware
of some emission sources and types, and were assessing site-specific sources
and impacts. Growers who farm 12% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 1% of assessed cases had a general idea about emission sources but
not types of emissions.
16-2 VINEYARD FLOORS Soil conservation practices that minimally
disrupt vineyard floors and include non-grape vegetation within and
adjacent to planted areas can decrease airborne particulate matter (PM10),
which is primarily dust, and increase carbon sequestration. Growers who
farm 79% of assessed acres were knowledgeable about soil management
practices for mitigating PM10 and implemented soil conservation plans
including cover cropping and reduced tillage. Growers who farm 31% of
assessed acres also implemented more comprehensive plans including notill or permanent cover crops, minimally disruptive or no under-the-vine
tillage, and other practices. Growers who farm 17% of assessed acres were
aware of soil management practices for mitigating PM10 and implemented
soil conservation strategies that reduced tillage. Growers who farm 4% of
assessed acres did not implement soil management practices for mitigating
PM10 unless required by regional regulations.
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16-3 UNPAVED SURFACES — ROADWAYS AND TRAFFIC AND
EQUIPMENT STAGING AREAS Unpaved surfaces also are a source
of PM10 and should be managed to limit emissions. Growers who farm
49% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 48% of assessed cases
were knowledgeable about practices for mitigating PM10 from unpaved
surfaces, implemented conservation plans including effectively timed
applications of water or regulatory compliant anti-dust materials and/or
more permanent solutions such as seeding or paving roads and equipment
yards, and restricted vehicle speed and travel. Growers who farm 27% of
assessed acres and vintners who produce 10% of assessed cases also trained
employees to reduce dust from unpaved areas. Growers who farm 50%
of assessed acres and vintners who produce 32% of assessed cases were
aware of practices for mitigating PM10 from unpaved surfaces and either
implemented aforementioned conservation plans or restricted vehicle
speed and travel. Growers who farm 1% of assessed acres and vintners who
produce 2% of assessed cases did not implement practices for mitigating
PM10 from unpaved surfaces unless required by regional regulations.
16-4 VINEYARD WATER USE Energy is needed to pump water,
producing particulates, ozone precursors, and GHGs. The effective design
and management of irrigation systems greatly reduces emissions and
energy use and saves money. Growers who farm 64% of assessed acres
were knowledgeable about the relationship between irrigation design
and practices and air quality, and implemented cost-effective plans to
reduce emissions, including a monitored and maintained micro-irrigation
system that delivered minimal water to achieve yield and quality goals.
Growers who farm 27% of assessed acres also further reduced emissions
by irrigating at night or before mid-morning (decreases ozone formation
and conserves energy) and, if applicable, replaced or retrofitted old diesel
engines with lower-emission technology before legally required or used
cleaner alternative fuels. Growers who farm 27% of assessed acres were
aware of how irrigation affects air quality, and implemented an irrigation
strategy that delivered minimal amounts of water. Growers who farm 9% of
assessed acres did not know irrigation’s impact on air quality.
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16-5 PEST MANAGEMENT STRATEGY Integrated pest management
(IPM) emphasizes use of biological and cultural preventive tactics followed
by remedial use of necessary reduced-risk controls. By often limiting tractor
and pesticide use, IPM can reduce PM10, ozone precursors, and GHGs.
Growers who farm 64% of assessed acres were knowledgeable about the
relationship between pest management practices and air quality, and
implemented cost-effective plans to reduce soil disturbance, fuel use, and
pesticides. These growers relied first on biological and cultural tactics to
minimize equipment passes and pesticide inputs. Growers who farm 24%
of assessed acres also made decisions for pesticide applications based on
economic thresholds and/or weather-based decision tools, considered
dust and PM10 issues before applying pesticides and ensured weed and
floor management practices mitigated PM10. Growers who farm 31% of
assessed acres were aware of how pest management practices affect air
quality and were developing strategies to reduce emissions. The impact
of pest management practices on air quality was not known for 5% of
assessed acres.
16-6 PESTICIDE STEWARDSHIP Many active and inert ingredients
in pesticides, particularly fumigants, are sources of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs). Moreover, inappropriate applications causing less
on-target deposition potentially increase VOC emissions or PM10 (sulfur
dust). Growers who farm 93% of assessed acres followed recommended
practices to minimize pesticide drift and PM10. Growers who farm 48% of
assessed acres also understood which pesticides are associated with higher
VOC emissions. Growers who farm 14% of assessed acres avoided the use
of pesticides with higher-VOC emissions and trained applicators about
pesticide issues relevant to air quality. Other than following relevant legal
requirements, pesticides were applied without considering impacts to air
quality on 7% of assessed acres.
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16-7 AGRICULTURAL & WINERY CHEMICALS & MATERIALS
Wnegrowers must be aware of other chemicals and materials, besides
pesticides, that have higher VOC content, the potential to deplete “good”
ozone (in the stratosphere), and greater toxicity. Growers who farm 17%
of assessed acres and vintners who produce 25% of assessed cases were
knowledgeable about how chemicals and materials used in the vineyard
or winery impact air quality, and implemented plans that consider VOC,
toxicity, and ozone-depletion. Growers who farm 6% of assessed acres and
vintners who produce 1% of assessed cases also implemented plans that
included the purchase and minimal use of only low VOC and low-toxicity
materials, do not use proven or suspected ozone-depleting materials, and
provide relevant employee training with written materials. Growers who
farm 11% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 24% of assessed cases
preferentially purchased and used materials with both low potential to
emit VOCs and low toxicity materials and were eliminating use of ozonedepleting materials. Growers who farm 59% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce 50% of assessed cases were aware of how chemicals and
materials affect air quality and were developing acquisition and use plans.
The impact of chemicals and materials used in the vineyard and winery on
air quality was not known for 23% of assessed acres and 25% of
assessed cases.
16-8 TRANSPORTATION Fuel used during transportation can represent
a significant portion of the energy budget and air quality footprint.
Growers who farm 20% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 8%
of assessed cases were knowledgeable about links between miles traveled
and air quality, knew annual miles traveled, fuel use, and emissions by
their trucks, were developing plans to minimize miles traveled and engine
idling, and provided relevant employee training. Of these, growers who
farm 2% of assessed acres annually tracked diesel truck miles, fuel use, and
emissions, implemented plans for over one year and trained employees to
reduce travel emissions and utilize lower-emission commute alternatives.
Growers who farm 70% of assessed acres and vintners who produce 39% of
assessed cases were aware of links between miles traveled and air quality,
had an idea of annual truck miles, and were developing plans to minimize
miles traveled. Growers who farm 10% of assessed acres and vintners
who produce 53% of assessed cases were not aware of the impact of miles
traveled on air quality and did not know annual truck miles.
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16-9 AGRICULTURAL BURNING Burning of organic vineyard waste
emits particulates and GHGs, and decreases potential benefits to soil
carbon sequestration and structure from reuse of prunings and other vine
tissues. Prunings are reused in the vineyard or for biomass processing
on 54% of assessed acres. Growers who farm 41% of these acres only
burned diseased vines, with burns supervised by a trained vineyard
manager. Burning was not done on 13% of assessed acres. Growers who
farm 37% of assessed acres burned only plant tissues (prunings, diseased
vines, and/or weeds) under supervision of a trained vineyard manager
and were investigating and testing alternatives to burning. Various
flammable materials were burned on 9% of assessed acres, following legal
requirements and with fieldworker supervision allowed.
16-10 WINERY REFRIGERANTS Refrigerants used in the winery can
produce harmful emissions that impact climate change. Vintners who
produce 48% of assessed cases knew the type, amount, and global warming
potential (GWP) of refrigerants used in the winery, as well as monitored
the refrigerants and made information on refrigerants, leaks, and impacts
on human health and the environment available to employees. Vintners
who produce 23% of assessed cases also tracked the amount of refrigerants
used, made efficiency improvements based on audit information, and
provided employee training on refrigerants and their impacts. Vintners who
produce 46% of assessed cases knew the type and amount, but not GWP, of
refrigerants used, and had completed an audit of the refrigeration system.
Vintners who produce 6% of assessed cases did not have information on
type, amount and GWP of current refrigerants used, and the refrigeration
system was operated and maintained much as it has been since installation.
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CHAPTER 17 | LESSONS LEARNED AND NEXT STEPS
CSWA IS
CONSTANTLY
STRIVING TO ADD
NEW AND RELEVANT
RESOURCES TO
THE GROWER AND
VINTNER TOOLBOX

With broad participation in the California Sustainable Winegrowing
Program (SWP), Certified California Sustainable Winegrowing, and
other California sustainability programs, as well as the wide adoption
of sustainable practices documented in the 2015 Sustainability Report,
the California wine community continues to demonstrate its global
leadership in sustainable winegrowing. From its inception, the SWP has
followed an adaptive management approach, encouraging continuous
improvement of vineyards and wineries to strengthen the sustainability of
the entire California wine industry. To this end, CSWA is using this report
to inform its five-year strategy (2016-2020). This strategy – beginning
with the identification of lessons learned and next steps – will help ensure
continuous improvement for both the program and practices used in
California vineyards and wineries. The lessons learned and next steps
may also be useful for other groups that are pursuing comprehensive
sustainability programs. The next in-depth California Community
Sustainability Report will be issued in 2020, with interim progress reports
along the way.

TAKING A LOOK BACK
We are pleased that most of the next steps identified in the 2009 report
and presented below have been achieved, or significant progress has been
made.
1. Seek additional funding and new partners (achieved, on-going)
2. Increase and retain participation of vineyards and wineries
(achieved, and progress continues)
3. Provide targeted education events, resources and tools (achieved,
and progress continues)
4. Launch and implement Certified California Sustainable
Winegrowing (achieved)
5. Develop performance metrics (achieved)
6. Build the business case for sustainable winegrowing (achieved, and
progress continues)
7. Communicate with external stakeholders (achieved, on-going)
8. Work with research institutions to target knowledge gaps
(achieved, and progress continues)
9. Publish Progress Reports and Sustainability Report (achieved)
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STRENGTHS & OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT
By analyzing the data from the 2015 Report, CSWA was able to identify
relative strengths and opportunities for both vineyards and wineries,
which will help guide targeted education and program activities over the
next five years. (See tables below.)
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LESSONS LEARNED
WINE COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP
WITH NUMEROUS
EXAMPLES OF
CONTINUING
PROGRESS
HIGHLIGHTED IN
THIS APPENDIX,
THE CALIFORNIA
WINE COMMUNITY
REMAINS
COMMITTED TO
EXPANDING AND
IMPROVING THE
SUSTAINABLE
WINEGROWING
PROGRAM

The leadership demonstrated by California winegrape growers
and vintners and state and regional winegrowing associations was
instrumental to launching the SWP in 2002 and is still vital to its ongoing
implementation and accomplishments over the past 14 years. From the
growers, vintners and winegrowing organizations that contributed to the
development of the California Code of Sustainable Winegrowing, to the
more than 2,000 vineyards and wineries participating in the program, to
the 14,000+ attendees at workshops, this program is truly by and for the
vibrant California wine community. CSWA acknowledges the tremendous
effort of the state’s growers, vintners and industry partners and is grateful
for their leadership.
STAKEHOLDER PARTNERSHIPS & COMMUNICATION
Partnerships – with government agencies, non-governmental
organizations, academic institutions, the private sector, and others – have
been critical to the development, evolution, and success of the SWP. These
stakeholders not only provided significant input into all three editions of
the Code workbook, but continue to help CSWA leverage resources and
expertise to enhance workshop and educational tools that spur adoption
of sustainable practices. Multi-sector collaboration at all local, state,
federal and international levels has helped the California wine industry
further bolster its sustainability success. CSWA recognizes the need to
communicate to and collaborate with key stakeholders to find multiple
ways to recognize grower and vintner adoption of sustainable practices
and certification – in both market and public policy arenas.
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MEASUREMENT AND REPORTING
The SWP’s innovative system of confidentially and securely capturing,
tracking and reporting sustainable practices data allows individual
participants to generate customized reports to evaluate their performance
relative to statewide benchmarks for wineries, and regional, size
class and/or statewide benchmarks for vineyards. In turn, this data
is aggregated by CSWA to measure statewide improvements over
time and report findings to our partners and the public in a fully
transparent manner. The initial aggregate dataset was used in 2004 to
establish baselines for all sustainability criteria, marking the first time
an agricultural sector published a comprehensive set of sustainability
results. In its 2009 Sustainability Report, CSWA was able to demonstrate
improvement in a majority of criteria included in the California Code of
Sustainable Winegrowing. The 2015 report establishes a new benchmark
using the 3rd Edition California Code of Sustainable Winegrowing.
Released in early 2013, the 3rd Edition includes significant improvements
and new information on best practices. Because of these changes, data
from the 3rd Edition Code and reported in the 2015 report provide a new
baseline by which to measure future progress.

CCSW-CERTIFIED

sustainablewinegrowing.org

LODI RULES

lodiwine.com

GROWING INTEREST IN CERTIFICATION
The industry’s pursuit of continuous improvement has led to the
development of certification programs that enhance transparency,
encourage statewide participation and advance the entire California
wine industry’s sustainability efforts. In 2015, 483 vineyards (102,327
winegrape acres, 17% of California’s acreage) and 91 wineries (171 Million
cases, 64% of California’s case production) were Certified California
Sustainable Winegrowing (CCSW-Certified). Overall in 2015, 25% of
statewide acreage and 64% of California’s case production were certified
to CCSW-Certified, Lodi Rules, Napa Green, and/or SIP Certified.
In addition, many vineyards and wineries are certified Biodynamic®,
California Green Business Program, Fish Friendly Farming and Organic.

BIODYNAMIC

demeter-usa.org

CALIFORNIA GREEN
BUSINESS PROGRAM

FISH FRIENDLY
FARMING

www.greenbiz.
ca.gov

fishfriendlyfarming.
org
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NAPA GREEN

napagreen.org

SIP CERTIFIED

sipcertified.org

ORGANIC

ccof.org
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CYCLE OF CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
As described in this report, the Cycle of Continuous Improvement – selfassessment, performance interpretation, action planning, implementation
of positive change and reassessment – is an effective process many
growers and vintners use to increase their sustainability over time. While
CSWA has been encouraging growers and vintners to use the Cycle of
Continuous Improvement since the early years of the program, it was the
addition of Certified California Sustainable Winegrowing in 2010 that
enabled CSWA to “close the loop” of the cycle. The 483 certified vineyards
and 91 certified wineries now use the cycle on an annual basis, resulting
in verified, on-the-ground sustainability improvements. Non-certified
participants are also reminded of the benefits of using the cycle and
reassessment at all of CSWA’s educational workshops.
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SINCE 2002, OVER
2,000 VINEYARD
AND WINERY
ORGANIZATIONS
HAVE PARTICIPATED
IN THE SWP SELFASSESSMENT
PROGRAM
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NEXT STEPS
With this report, the SWP has completed three full program cycles from
design and implementation to data collection, analysis, and reporting. The
following “next steps” have been identified as essential for increasing the
adoption of sustainable winegrowing practices throughout the California
wine community.
EXPAND SELF-ASSESSMENT PARTICIPATION TO 80% of
the statewide acreage and wine case production using the 3rd Edition
California Code of Sustainable Winegrowing.
PROVIDE EDUCATIONAL EVENTS AND CREATE NEW
RESOURCES AND TOOLS in Vineyard and Winery Water
Management, Solid Waste Management and other key areas based on
analysis of the 2015 Report data to help growers and vintners better
understand the business case and how risk can be reduced via sustainable
practices.
DEVELOP A CCSW-CERTIFIED OPTION FOR PRODUCT
CERTIFICATION to allow the use of the logo on wine labels, in addition
to the current options for Vineyard, Winery, and Vineyard & Winery
certification.
INCREASE STAKEHOLDER OUTREACH to seek additional funding,
build and enhance partnerships with regional associations and other
partners, and develop potential market and public policy incentives
to recognize grower and vintner adoption of sustainable practices and
certification.
Providing leadership in sustainability is a prime motivator for the vintners
and winegrape growers participating in the SWP. CSWA hopes that our
efforts serve as an inspiration and model for other agricultural sectors to
work with their stakeholders to identify, implement, measure, and report
on the adoption of best practices that are environmentally sound, socially
responsible and economically feasible.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF FUNDERS AND PARTNERS
The on-going success of the Sustainable Winegrowing Program would
not be possible without the active leadership and participation of the
California wine community, and partnerships with organizations that
provide financial support, contribute vast technical expertise, and help
enlist and engage program participants. We are particularly appreciative
of the funding provided by the following agencies and organizations to
accelerate the adoption of sustainable practices.

CSWA VALUES
YOUR FEEDBACK,
QUESTIONS
AND CONCERNS.
PLEASE CONTACT
US AT INFO@
SUSTAINABLEWINEGROWING.

ORG.

Funders (2010-2015)
•

Members of Wine Institute

•

Members of California Association of Winegrape Growers

•

California Department of Food and Agriculture

•

Pacific Gas and Electric Company

•

Southern California Edison

•

USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service

•

USDA Risk Management Agency

CSWA works with many other regional associations, academic
institutions, government agencies, environmental and social equity
groups, and other organizations. For an up-to-date list of partners, please
visit www.sustainablewinegrowing.org.
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We would also like to give special thanks to the CSWA Board of Directors
and Sustainable Winegrowing Joint Committee members, all of whom
provide invaluable time, dedication and expertise to improve the program
and the sustainability of the entire California wine community.
CALIFORNIA SUSTAINABLE WINEGROWING ALLIANCE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2015-2016
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mike Sangiacomo, Chairman, Sangiacomo Family Vineyards
Steve Lohr, Vice Chairman, J. Lohr Vineyards & Wines
Aaron Lange, Secretary, LangeTwins Winery and Vineyards
Cheryl Durzy, Treasurer, Clos LaChance Winery
John Aguirre, California Association of Winegrape Growers
Nat DiBuduo, Allied Grape Growers
Robert P. (Bobby) Koch, Wine Institute
Frank Leeds, Frog’s Leap Winery
David Lucas, The Lucas Winery
Chris Savage, E.&J. Gallo Winery
Brian Shepard, Walsh Vineyards Management
Steve Smit, Constellation Brands US
Shawn Veysey, Scheid Vineyards
Peter Work, Ampelos Vineyard and Cellars

BOARD MEMBER ALTERNATES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jim Collins, E.&J. Gallo Winery
Nancy Light, Wine Institute
Emilio Miranda, Allied Grape Growers
Anji Perry, J. Lohr Vineyards & Wines
Jason Robideaux, Clos LaChance Winery
Michael Walker, Constellation Brands US

CALIFORNIA SUSTAINABLE WINEGROWING
ALLIANCE STAFF
•
•
•
•
•

Allison Jordan, Executive Director
Lisa Francioni-Hai, Program Director
Jodi Wilson, Program Manager
Kate Venugopal, Program Coordinator
Amanda Kent, Bain & Company Extern

To see the full list of Sustainable Winegrowing Joint Committee members
please visit: sustainablewinegrowing.org.
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